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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUTION  
 
 
Multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) have significant role in the downstream analysis 
which includes identifying (i) conserved patterns through evolution (Kim and Ma, 2011; Siepel et 
al.  
2005; Roskin et al. 2003 ) (ii) functionally important residues, (iii) annotation of novel 
genomes  
(iv) prediction of  protein secondary and tertiary structure and  the nsSNPs (non-
synonymous Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms) that have a basic role for altering a protein 
function (Reinert et al. 2000; Sullivan et al. 2003; Katoh et al. 2005; Waterhouse et al. 2009; 
Thompson et at.  
2011). Several areas of bioinformatics and evolutionary biology are based on correct MSAs 
(Rausch et al. 2012) which is thus, one of the most active and highly scrutinized areas of research 
in bioinformatics (Anderson et al. 2011; Morgenstern et al. 2003). The more correct  
MSA, the more accurate results of downstream analysis will be.  Consequently, 
development of MSA algorithms has been a crucial research area since 1980s. Tremendous efforts 
have been made in designing and developing novel algorithms to improve the accuracy of 
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alignments, still there is not a single MSA method that may generate accurate alignments for all 
types of test cases (Rausch et al. 2012).   
High throughput sequencing approaches are generating mega base long sequences at an 
enormous rate (Roskin et al. 2011; Liolos et al. 2006). Genome sequence alignment tools such as  
MUMmer (Delcher et al. 1999), GS-Aligner (Shih et al. 2003), Avid (Bray et al. 2003), 
MultiPip-Maker (Sanchez et al. 2003), MULTIZ (Blanchette et al. 2004), MLAGAN (Brudno et al. 
2003), MAVID (Bray et al. 2004)  and LAGAN (Brudno et al. 2003) have the capability to align 
entire genomes containing millions of nucleotides or larger. MSA methods such as Clustal  
W/X (Larkin et al., 2007), T-COFFEE (Notredame et al. 2000), MAFFT (Katoh et al. 2002) 
and MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) can generate alignments consisting of thousands of sequences of 
several kilo base pairs long. Their focus is on aligning single proteins or DNA sequences 
comprising a single gene. Kalign2 (Lassmann et al. 2009) can be used for a larger dataset, but 
they are not for "genomic-level" alignment. Firstly, efficient computation of these large alignments 
is a big challenge and it is a heavily scrutinized domain of bioinformatics. Secondly, these tools 
are heuristics based which do not provide optimal solution and have some deficiencies in one or 
the other way (Notredame, 2007). Therefore, knowledge of the most accurate MSA method in the 
initial stage of a biological research work may help, in choosing the right MSA method for the 
right situation (Lassmann and Sonnhammer, 2005) and to perform correct downstream analysis.  
Measuring quality of a MSA method involves calculation of two most commonly used scores 
i.e. Sum of Pairs Score (SPS) and Column Score (CS) (Tabei et al. 2008; Anderson et al. 2011). 
An alignment having greater SPS or CS is said to be more accurate and vise versa.   
A number of bioinformatics tools for comparing MSAs based on reference alignment are 
available. Examples of such tools are SinicView (Shih et al. 2006), AltAVist (Morgenstern et al.  
2003), SuiteMSA (Anderson et al. 2011) and a program written in ‘C’ language by 
developers of BAliBASE (Thompson et al. 1999). SinicView can compare multiple nucleotide 
alignments under a fixed window and provides both graphical as well as text view for comparison 
purpose; however, it is not efficient for large alignments. AltAVist is a web based tool for 
comparing two alignments. Conserved as well as reliably aligned regions are color coded for 
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visualizing local agreement between two alignments.  Due to a web based tool, it imposes 
restrictions on the size of alignments.  SuiteMSA is a good graphical tool for comparing multiple 
alignments. In addition to SPS and CS, it provides numerous other statistics as a part of 
comparison between a test and reference alignment. It also provides graphical user interface 
(GUI) for indel-Seq-Gen version 2.0 (iSG), a molecular evolution simulation tool (Strope et al. 
2009).  However, due to heavy graphics involved, SuiteMSA is not good for large alignments. 
Program provided by BAliBASE developers is a command based tool and can compute scores of 
only one alignment at a time. All these tools except SinicView allow user to provide one test and 
one reference alignment at a time. None of these tools provide facility to save the work done in 
form of a project.  
Usually, manually refined repositories of MSAs such as BAliBASE, PREFAB (Edgar, 2004) 
and SABmark (Walle et al. 2005) are used for evaluation and comparison of MSA methods. Up to 
now, the most often used database, in assessing accuracy of MSA tools, is BAliBASE. These 
databases are good sources of accurate alignments to gauge the performance of various MSA 
programs, but there may also be a number of disadvantages. Manually curated alignments may 
have chances of misalignments which would raise the accuracy assessment problems (Karplus and 
Hu, 2001). Secondly, the alignment sets are small and do not cover the full range of scenarios of 
protein evolution. Thirdly, the developers may be misguided to develop algorithms only to resolve 
the problems that are highlighted in the manually curated alignment sets (Nuin et al. 2006).    
Simulated sequences provide the ‘true’ alignments which can be used to measure quality 
of MSA tools. The major motivation of simulated sequences is that their true evolutionary history 
is known which is very useful to generate accurate alignments and phylogenetic trees. Other 
motivations are that the user can generate simulated sequences/alignments comprising varying 
rate of insertions, deletions, sequence length and the number of sequences as per the scenario 
needs. In short, as compared to manually curated alignments, it is easier for the end user to 
generate simulated alignments for comparative study of MSA methods (Stoye et al. 1998).  
Simulated sequences have also some drawbacks. Firstly, due to dependency of all 
observations drawn from true alignments on simplifications and assumptions of the model used to 
reconstruct these alignments, the simulated sequences cannot give an explanation for all 
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evolutionary aspects. The other potential threat is the use of simulation settings more close to the 
strategy of some MSA methods than others. For example, the selected model of sequence evolution 
might be similar to the fundamental model of a particular MSA tool and thus provide it with an 
excessive advantage. Last but not least, the simulation sequences can be used to construct 
biologically completely unrealistic alignments which can generate misleading results while 
comparing MSA tools. Keeping in view disadvantages of simulated sequences, there is a need to 
compare results of true alignments with the results of manually curated sequences. However, the 
easy construction of simulated alignments is one of the major motivations to apply them for 
comparative study of MSA methods (Iantorno et al. 2014).  
  Recently, several sequence simulators, each with its own strengths and weaknesses, are 
available. ROSE (Stoye et al. 1998) generates MSA for DNA, RNA and protein sequences as well 
as true evolutionary history are also logged. ROSE incorporates indels linearly in accordance with 
the evolutionary distance and length distribution. Indel models with non-linear indel probabilities 
can not be shown in ROSE. SIMPROT (Pang et al. 2005) is another simulation tool that 
incorporates indels; however, it does not support the feature of root sequence as an input, the 
conservation of motifs or modifying amino acid frequencies among subsequences. It also does not 
generate alignments for nucleotide or codon sequences.  MySSP  
(Rosenberg, 2005) simulates DNA sequences using different models of DNA evolution such 
as  
Jukes-Cantor (Jukes and Cantor, 1969), Kimura two-parameter (Kimura, 1980), equal 
input,  
Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano (Hasegawa et al. 1985). It incorporates the features of indels, 
nonstationary patterns and output of ancestral sequences. iSG generates both DNA and protein 
sequences by incorporating a number of indel models. It has the capability to parameterize and 
simulate heterogeneous domains. It also has the option to use multiple related root sequences and 
is useful for protein classification methods.   
Several software tools for generating multiple sequence alignments are available  
(Anderson et al. 2011) but none of them is suitable for all situations (Morgenstern et al. 
2003). Consequently, in order to generate a true alignment, a need rises for inspection and 
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adjusting alignments by hand which is a very laborious job and MSA editors are recommended for 
this purpose (Waterhouse et al. 2009). Furthermore, handling large alignments is another problem 
in the domain of bioinformatics.  
Many popular alignment editors such as Jalview (Waterhouse et al. 2009), STRAP (Gille 
and Frömmel, 2001), SeaView (Galtier et al. 1996), MEGA (Kumar et al. 2001), CINEMA (Parry-
Smith et al., 1998) and Base-By-Base (Hillary et al. 2011) are available. All of these tools either 
do not support big alignments or they do not have user friendly editing features. Jalview and 
STRAP do not work when size of an alignment exceeds 30.01MB. CINEMA and Base-ByBase are 
also good for small alignments. They hang up when size of an alignment increases 3MB.  SeaView 
and MEGA can load big alignments but the editing features provided by them involve multiple 
steps. Graphical user interfaces for generating MSA, provided by many software tools, do not 
allow loading multiple sequence files at the same time MSA comparison tools such as SuiteMSA 
(Anderson et al. 2011) permit to compare multiple MSAs directly but it does not support an 
alignment comprising more than 1000 sequences. Multiple formats of MSAs exist but FASTA is the 
most popular format and currently there is no tool that can convert format of an alignment of 
unlimited size into FASTA format. Many tools such as MatGAT (Campanella et al., 2003) for 
calculating identity matrix exist but they do not support big alignments. Recently, there have been 
a large number of MSA methods. Comparative study of several MSA programs showed that none 
of them were capable to generate accurate alignments for all test cases.  The choice of an MSA 
method is based on the sequences to be aligned.   
This study focuses on the development of algorithms, techniques and tools to handle large 
protein data efficiently. IVisTMSA (available at www.ivistmsa.com) is a suite of bioinformatics 
tools which comprises of MSAgen/MSA reconstruction, MSApad, MSAcomp,  
FASTA generator, Identity Matrix Calculator (IDMC), Tree construction and DM 
(Distance Matrix) calculation. MSApad is an editing and analysis tool for multiple sequence 
alignments. It can load 409% bigger alignments than Jalview, STRAP, CINEMA and Base by Base. 
It has implemented divide and conquer approach for efficient computation of consensus and 
conserved sequence, distance matrix for phylogenetic tree and identity of sequences. MSApad also 
provides several unique editing features like updating a single residue, moving a column to a 
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desired position, sorting and adding a sequence. The work performed in IVisTMSA can be saved 
as a single workspace so that a user can start working on the project from the saved state. 
MSAcomp provides a graphical interface to select several test alignments against a single 
reference alignment. It implements an algorithm based on divide and conquer technique and is 
many times more efficient than the available tools for comparing MSAs. Results showed that MSA 
comparator was 5200% efficient and more than 40% efficient as compared to BALiBASE c program and 
FastSP respectively. SPS and CS of all test alignments are displayed in tabular form. Results can be 
sorted by test files, SPS or CS. MSAcomp allows the user to view graphical comparison summary 
of the selected test alignments in form of bar, pie and line charts. A user can also evaluate where 
the reference and test alignments have conserved positions. It also provides facility to save whole 
work done in XML format. MSAcomp also provides features of printing data in PDF, HTML and 
on a paper. MSAgen is a MSA generating tool which provides graphical user interfaces to the most 
often used MSA tools. These are Clustal Omega, ClustalW2, MAFFT and MUSCLE. The 
distinguished feature provided by MSAgen is that a user can reconstruct multiple alignments 
through a single command.  FASTA generator converts alignments of ClustalW, MSF, Phylip, PIR, 
GDE and Nexsus formats of unlimited size into FASTA format. It accepts alignments of mixed 
formats, automatically recognizes and converts them into FASTA format. IDMC is a tool to 
calculate identity matrix of two MSAs efficiently. It calculates identity matrix of two alignments 
having 8070 sequences and 2696 base pairs just in 12 minutes. Overall identity of the alignments 
is also displayed in the upper bar of the window.  Tree calculation tool generates a phylogenetic 
tree using neighbor joining (Saitou and Nei, 1987) algorithm based on the distance matrix 
calculated using % identity (NJ using % identity) and neighbor joining algorithm based on the 
distance matrix computed using BLOSUM 62 matrix (NJ using BLOSUM62). It also provides a 
feature either to save tree in the given file or view tree in Archaeopteryx (Han and Zmasek,  2009). 
Distance Matrix (DM) calculating tool generates distance matrix using neighbor joining % identity 
and BLOSUM 62 matrix. DM can be saved in the given file and provided to other phylogenetic 
tools for further analysis.     
As a part of IVisTMSA, a comparative study of ten most popular tools for multiple sequence 
alignments (MSA) is presented.  Significance of some implementations embedded in the algorithm 
of each MSA tool is also focused. The selected MSA tools are T-Coffee, MAFFTL-INS-i, MAFFT-
FFT-NS-2 (Katoh and Standley, 2013), MUSCLE, Kalign (Lassmann and  
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Sonnhammer, 2005) Dialign-TX (Subramanian et al., 2008), Multalin (Corpet, 1988), 
Clustal Omega (Sievers et al. 2011), ProbCons (Do et al. 2005) and SATe (Liu et al. 2009). 
MAFFTFFT-NS-2 was compared with the fast strategies of T-Coffee and MUSCLE. Simulated 
alignments are constructed using various evolutionary parameters by iSG.  As a part of input to 
iSG, simulated trees are generated under birth-death model using TreeSim (Cusimano et al. 2012) 
package integrated in R which is a suite of software tools for data interpretation and graphical 
view. Birth-death model allows species to speciate with constant rate b, and go extinct with a 
constant rate d. Consequently, simulated tree grows at the rate of b-d. In order to ensure the net 
growth of the phylogenetic tree, the birth rate should be higher as compared to the death rate. iSG 
produces both the aligned as well as unaligned sequences. Unaligned sequences are used as an 
input to the selected MSA programs to generate MSA which is then compared with the alignment 
produced by iSG. A comparison of the results obtained on the simulated alignments and the results 
obtained on manually curated alignments is also presented. This comparison, with a few 
exceptions, confirmed that the simulated alignments may be used as an alternative for the 
comparative study of MSA tools.   
CHAPTER 2  
REVIEW OF 
LITERATURE  
 
 
APDB (Analyze alignments with PDB), (Sullivan et al. 2003) written in ‘C’, is a new 
approach to measure quality of a protein sequence alignment without a reference alignment. It 
requires two or more PDB structures for this purpose. APDB showed consistent results when it 
was compared with the approaches using reference alignments. APDB is also appropriate to 
evaluate structurally equivalent alignments. APBD, thus is an alternative method to the 
conventional approaches. APDB is compared with the traditional approaches (Clustal W and T-
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Coffe) using column score measure. Results of APDB depend upon three parameters i.e. Brad (the 
bubble radius), T1 (the difference of distance threshold) and T2 (the fraction of the bubble 
neighborhood that must support the alignment of two residues).  
AltaVist by Morgenstern et al. (2003) is a web based software application to compare two 
alternative alignments. Matched positions in the both alignments are color coded to have visual 
representation of the local agreement between the two alignments. AltaVist also identifies the 
regions that may reliably be aligned. AltaVist provides two options: Firstly, only the sequences 
desired to be compared may be provided to AltaVist. In this case AltaVist run DIALIGN and 
CLUSTAL W to construct alignments. These alignments are then compared and the regions where 
both alignments coincide are highlighted. Secondly, a user may provide two alignments, already 
constructed by any two different MSA methods to AltaVist for comparison and displaying the 
consistent regions.   
Edgar and Sjölander (2004) presented evaluation of correctness of twenty three 
profileprofile scoring functions. To test scoring functions, they designed a set of parameters on 
same the data set and PSI-BLAST and SAM-T99 were used to generate profile alignments for 
testing the accuracy of scoring functions. They obtained structural alignments from a consensus 
between FSSP and CE structural aligner. The results were compared with sequence-sequence and 
sequence-profile methods as well as with BLAST and PSI-BLAST.  They demonstrated that profile-
profile alignment outperforms both the profile-sequence alignment and sequencesequence 
alignment. They also showed that there was not noteworthy difference in the comparative 
performance of most of the scoring functions. Alignments generated from SAT-T99 are more 
correct than from PSI-BLAST alignments   
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Lassmann and Sonnhammer (2005) presented two functions for automatic assessment of 
alignment quality. These factions are the average overlap score and the multiple overlap score. 
Average overlap score is for identifying difficult alignment cases by showing similarity among 
several alignments. Multiple overlap score is to compute biological correctness of the alignments. 
Both function are implemented in MUMSA program and prove the robustness and correctness of 
the both function on three large data sets. MUMSA program, which is developed in C, provides 
summary of the results and two graphs generated by R. One graph is the histogram which shows 
similarity between the alignments and the second one shows relation between alignment programs 
by a tree.  
SinicView (Shih et al. 2006) is an alignment visualization tool which helps user to compare 
nucleotide alignments generated by different MSA methods. SinicView computes similarity of the 
aligned sequences using SPS technique. Users can view results of comparison in graphical as well 
as in text form. Performance of SinicView is tested by comparing alignments generated through 
MLAGAN, MAVID and MULTIZ. SinicView can help users to select the best MSA method in the 
start of sequence analysis. SinicView provides three views i.e. global view, detail view and 
information view. Global view presents the whole percent identity based on SPS. Detail view 
displays the whole percent identity of different alignments individually. Information view shows 
annotation and gap information. SinicView is written in Java programming language.   
Probabilistic sampling-based alignment reliability (PSAR) (Kim and Ma, 2011) is an 
approach for measuring reliability of MSA. This method investigates consistency with suboptimal 
alignments built through probabilistic sampling and calculates scores of pairs of characters or 
columns in the provided MSA. To prove that PSAR is more efficient and robust as compared to 
other approaches, GUIDANCE simulation based benchmarks is used.  This approach does not 
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consider the phylogenetic relationships among sequences. Efficiency of PSAR slows down with 
MSA having a large number of sequences.   
SuiteMSA by Anderson et al. (2011) is a Java based software application that provides 
several tools to work on MSAs. MSA viewer provides view of alignments, their secondary structure 
as well as transmembrane predictions. MSA comparator and pixel plot shows statistics of the 
comparison between two or more MSAs. Users can view the consistent or inconsistent positions of 
MSAs being compared both in quantitative and visual form. SuiteMSA also provides a GUI for a 
biological sequence simulation program, iSGv2.1. Now simulation can be launched directly from 
SuiteMSA as well. GUI for MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004), MAFFT (Katoh et al. 2005) and Clustal W 
(Larkin et al. 2007) is also provided in SuiteMSA for MSA reconstruction.   
FastSP (Mirrab and Warnow, 2011) is software written in Java programming language 
which calculates sum-pairs-score, modeler score and total column in linear time. It is a 
fundamental tool for investigating sets of MSA. FastSP computes homologous regions between the 
given alignments and proves that it performance its task in linear time. FastSP has also the 
capability to calculate error rates such as SP-FN (the percentage of true homologous regions that 
are not present in the test alignment) and SP-FP (the ratio of forecasted homologous regions 
missing in the true alignment). In addition, it can evaluate trustworthiness of an alignment with 
respect to a group of alignments. The most noted feature of FastSP is that it uses very fast and uses 
much less main memory than QScore, the greatest competitor. FastSP and QScore gave the same 
performance when both had unlimited memory.  However, when memory was limited to 4 GB, 
FastSP consumed less time than QScore.   
SeaView (Galtier et al. 1996) is a software program for automatic and manual editing for 
protein or DNA alignments. SeaView provides a user friendly mouse driven graphical user 
interface. It also provides an interface to the ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994) and to the dot plot 
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method of pairwise sequence comparisons. Some important features of SeaView are; (1) alignment 
editing can be performed in parallel to the alignment of a group of sequences, (2) the sequence 
group can be selected by mouse (clicking or dragging), (3) name and order of sequences can be 
changed by mouse clicks, (4) new sequence data can also be inserted into the desired position of 
an alignment, (5) complementary or reverse sequence can be built. SeaView is developed in ANSI 
C.  
STRAP (Gille and Frömmel, 2001) is a software tool that provides generating, editing, and 
refinement facility for protein multiple alignments. STRAP supports a lot of input formats such as 
GenBank, EMBL, DSSP-PDB, MSF and plain ASCII text format. One of unique features of STRAP 
is visual representation of spatial distances of C-atoms within the alignment. STRAP can easily 
integrate the structural information into the sequence alignment and can direct the process of 
alignment when the sequence similarity is low. Another important feature of STRAP is that it can 
handle large data sets containing of a large number of sequences.  STRAP has integrated these 
protein modeling tool;   INSIGT, RASMOL and WEBMOL. STRAP has been developed using Java 
programming language.    
CINEMA-MX (Color Interactive Editor for Multiple Alignments-Modular, eXtensible) is 
written using swing library of Java programming (Lord et al., 2002). Tool was developed using 
several light weight objects/modules and it was termed as ‘MX’ architecture. It provides graphical 
view of the alignments. User can add or remove gaps with the help of mouse. Support of various 
color schemes has been provided. The option of configuration files may be used for defining 
additional colors.  Analysis of selected sequences can be performed. ‘Motif manager’ dialog box 
provides felicity to analyze the selected regions. It also provides feature to view aligned sequences, 
their consensuses in a separate window.  This made possible to view variability in overlapping and 
sub families from the alignment.  It also provides customization in a variety of ways. The user can 
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view location of motifs or ‘EMBOSS’ ‘seqret’ can load files in all supported format. This has 
enabled to integrate the EMBOSS software package. XML files are used to load and configure the 
modules.   
Base-By-Base (Hillary et al. 2011; Brodie et al. 2004) is a software application for editing 
multiple sequence alignments. It provides support for both protein and DNA. Several features have 
been added in version 2. It has enabled virologists to analyze and annotate genomes of big DNA 
molecules of various viruses such as poxviruses, herpes viruses, baculo viruses and asfar viruses. 
Its major focus was to compare genomes at single nucleotides level. New features added in version 
2 are (1) a user can add annotations or other data sets in bulk, (2) calculate differences between 
sequences and export them to other genome browser, (3) make comparison of several genomes at 
the level of individual nucleotides, (4) generating subsequences from a large alignment etc. It also 
enables .bbb file to be shared among the members of a research community. It is written in Java 
programming language and can be loaded using Java Web Start.   
MaM (Alkan et al. 2005) is a software program which manipulates MSAs, calculates the 
correct position of common repeats, exons, and other unique regions. MaM has ability to extract 
sub-alignments having these regions of DNA so that they may be analyzed independently or with 
combination of other elements of genomic DNA. Visual representation is another tool that makes 
a user convenient to analyze and assess these regions. MaM provides individual display for these 
repeat, non-repeat and coding regions of DNA. MaM also support phylogenetic analysis.  It 
supports four formats for input: Clustal (Thompson et al. 1994), NEXUS (Swofford et al. 1996), 
MEGA (Kumar et al. 2001) and FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988). MaM, as an output, creates 
three files; (1) a postscript file consisting of a graph that shows nucleotide divergence between 
sequences and position of DNA elements, (2) a text file having merged sequence of either repeats 
or the distinctive sequences found within the alignments, (3) a text table file that consists of start 
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and end locations of every element that is in the merged sequence.  MaM is developed in C and 
can run on Unix like platforms.   
Protein Family Alignment Annotation Tool (PFAAT) by Caffrey et al. (2007) is a software 
application for editing, analyzing and annotating MSAs. One of the important functionality 
provided by PFAAT is the support for multiple annotations. The annotations can be accessed both 
from alignment and tree, where they may be used to label sequences or link them to the concerned 
databases. Annotations are created manually or mined automatically from UniProt. Using a 
search dialog, alignments, are easily selected and sorted with the help of annotations. Statistical 
methods are used for further analysis of MSAs. Alignment viewer provides the residue annotations 
which are used to assign binding sites to a particular residue.  
PFAAT also provides the facility to search residue annotations so that one may select 
alignment columns for subsequent analysis.  
Jalview by Waterhouse et al. (2009) is a Java based editor for multiple sequence 
alignments. It enables a user to perform editing using both the mouse and keyboard. It also shows 
3D chemical structure of protein through Jmol. Jalview is available on the web in the form of 
applet as well as on a standalone computer in the form of a powerful desktop application.  Desktop 
application version of Jalview uses web services for a variety of tasks such as sequence alignment, 
secondary structure prediction and retrieval of sequences, annotation and structures from public 
databases. It also communicates with Distributed Annotation System (DAS) servers to confirm the 
DAS 1.53 specification.  
 Nuin et al. (2006) compared results of nine MSA methods. They used SIMPROT to 
generate simulated sequences and known alignments. They simulated more than 30000 alignment 
sets based on varying evolutionary parameters so that weaknesses and strengths of each program 
tested may be described. They reported that the accuracy of the MSA methods is significantly 
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affected by the number of insertions and deletions in the sequences and indel size is a least effecter. 
Their results show that SIMPROT is a software tool that may be used to generate a variety of 
alignment classes for testing MSA methods. According to their results, MAFFT (LINS-i) and 
ProbCons were the most accurate and MAFFT was the faster of the two.   
Thompson et al. (2011) presented a comprehensive benchmark study of multiple sequence 
alignment methods of various MSA methods. They have evaluated the latest of version of eight 
MSA methods. As a part of this study, they have developed a new BAliBASE test set, Reference 10. 
It consists of 218 reference alignments and 17892 protein sequences, which were obtained using 
a query-based database search protocol. Based on their study, they describe current challenges 
and future perspectives of the MSA methods. The benchmark used in this study is designed keeping 
in mind various problems associated with large protein data sets generated by high throughput 
biotechnologies. In their study, they have determined a number of challenges such as (1) locally 
conserved regions are less well aligned, (2) motifs in local disorganized regions are often 
misaligned, (3) Fragmentary protein sequences cause a number of alignment errors. Based on 
their study, they have proposed to make MSA methods more accurate especially in case of more 
difficult regions.   
ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994) is the oldest and most widely used MSA method. It 
executes a progressive alignment. It, firstly, performs a pairwise comparison by computing a 
distance matrix that provides information about the sequence divergence. In the second step, 
Neighbor Joining algorithm is used to build tree guide and then in the final step, the sequences are 
aligned keeping in view the branch order in the guide tree. The tool uses two gap penalties while 
aligning the sequences: (1) gap opening and (2) gap extension. The gap penalties are largely 
dependent on weight matrix, similarity and sequence length. In ease cases, its accuracy raises 
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while aligning corresponding domains and sequences with known 3D structure and in case of 
complex cases it may be a good starting point for additional refinement.   
T-Coffee (Tree-based consistency objective function for alignment evolution) is one of the 
most accurate and popular MSA tools (Notredame et al. 2000) It can be used to align protein, DNA 
and RNA sequences. It allows a user to generate MSAs by using diverse datasets, provided through 
repository of global and local pairwise alignments.  It develops a library using global alignments 
from ClustalW and local alignments generated by Lalign (Nuin et al. 2006). In the first step, 
distance matrix is computed which is then used to generate guide tree by NeighborJoining method. 
The closest sequences are aligned using dynamic programming approach.   
Residues of two sequences are aligned using weighting scores available in the library. The 
subsequently two closest sequences (as shown by the guide tree) are aligned. This process 
continues until alignment of all sequences. Two groups of already aligned sequences are aligned 
using scores from the extended library. T-Coffee generates 5-10% of the time accurate alignments 
in comparison to ClustalW; however, it provides poor scalability. T-Coffee can generate an 
alignment of only 100 sequences without affecting the accuracy (Daugelaite et al. 2013),   
MAFFT (Katoh et al. 2002) is a multiple sequence alignment software program. The CPU 
time is very less as compared to other popular MSA methods. MAFFT introduces two new 
approaches; (1) homologous regions are found at a high speed through Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT), (2) very simple scoring technique is used to reduce CPU time and increase accuracy of 
alignments including sequences having large insertions or extensions and distantly related 
sequences. MAFFT present implementation of two heuristics i.e. the progressive method (FFNS_2) 
and (FFT-NS-I). FFT-NS-I is more than 100 times faster than T-Coffee. Accuracy and speed of 
MAFFT was tested by reference alignment taken from BAliBASE and simulated alignments created 
using Rose.  
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FMALIGN (Chakrabarti et al. 2004) is a software server application which provides 
interface to generate alignments whose accuracy is equivalent to other famous multiple alignment 
programs. It also preserves functional and structural conserved areas in the alignments. 
FMALIGN uses combination of progressive dynamic algorithm, local sub-structure alignment and 
iterative refinement to generate the structurally and functionally conserved alignments. FMALIGN 
minimizes the risks to global misalignment to a great extent. FMALIGN incorporate the sequential 
branching technique to find out the closest sequences to be aligned and then chooses the next 
closest sequences to obtain a guided tree using UPGMA. FMALIGN also takes into account local 
similarity of sequences in the conserved motif regions and thus fixes the local conserved regions 
and aligns the remaining based on the progressive alignment.   
MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) is a software tool for generating protein multiple sequence 
alignment. Algorithm followed by MUSCLE has the following elements; (1) fast distance 
estimation using kmer counting, (2) progressive alignment that uses profile function (3) refinement 
based on the tree dependant restricted partition. MUSCLE is comparable with perspective of speed 
and accuracy with T-Coffe, Clustal and MAFFT. A comparison of  
MUSCLE was made with these tools using four test sets of reference alignments from 
BAliBASE, SABmark, SMART and PREFAB. MUSCLE was fastest of the test approaches for 
aligning a file having 5000 sequences of average 350 in length in 7 min. The basic steps of 
MUSCLE algorithm include 1) guide tree construction, pairwise profile alignment and refinement. 
Accuracy of MUSCLE was measured based on  three scores i.e.  SPS, CS and APDB that does not 
require reference alignment.    
MAFFT version 5.3 (Katoh et al. 2005) has improved accuracy of multiple sequence 
alignments. The new version presents new iterative refinement options, H-INS-i, F-INS-i and 
GINS-i. These options incorporate pairwise alignment information into objective function. These 
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new options has enabled MAFFT more accurate method as compare with available MSAs method 
such as T-Coffe version 2 and Clustal W. Effect of homologues were also tested in the MAFFT 
version 5.3. MAFFT first uses progressive method and then iterative refinement method. MAFFT 
was compared with other methods using various (HOM, TWIF, TWIs and  
PREFAB) data sets with varying parameters. MAFFT was written in C and tested on Linux, 
Mac  
OS X and the Cygwin environment on Windows.  
Kalign (Lassmann and Sonnhammer, 2005) is a method that has implemented WuManber 
string matching algorithm. This algorithm has enabled Kalign to enhance both the accuracy and 
speed of aligning the genomic sequences. Performance of Kalign has been compared with other 
popular MSA approaches using BAliBASE, Prefab and newly developed test set. Similar to other 
MSA methods, Kalign was correct in aligning small alignments but its performance increased 
significantly while aligning large and distantly related sets of sequences. Comparison showed that 
Kalign was ten times efficient than Clustal W and fifty times efficient than other popular iterative 
methods. Correctness of Kalign was measured using SPS. Kalign , because of Wu-Manber string 
matching algorithm, performs very well and produces very accurate alignments especially when 
sequences were distantly related and data set was very  
large.    
ProbCons (Do et al. 2005) is an efficient MSA method that use consistency approach and 
is accurate than many leading aligners. It has adopted modified SPS scoring system and employs 
progressive algorithm based on Hidden Markov Model. The alignment is constructed using four 
steps: (1) posterior-probability matrices for all pairs of sequences are computed. (2) Dynamic 
programming computation is performed. (3) Probability consistency transformation to estimate 
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the accuracy scores is performed. (4) Hierarchical clustering approach is followed to build guide 
tree based on the similarity computed using the weighted average of values among the sequences. 
The sequences are then aligned using the guide tree (progressive alignment approach). In the post-
processing phase, realigning of the random bi-partitions of the constructed alignment is 
performed.      
PRANK (Löytynoja and Goldman, 2005) implements phylogeny aware algorithm and is a 
right tool for comprehensive evolutionary study of closely related sequences. PRANK uses HKY 
model with empirical base frequencies and kappa=2 to generate DNA alignments. To reconstruct 
protein alignments, it uses WAG model. PRANK can generate a phylogenetic tree using Neighbor 
Joining algorithm. PRANK can also construct an alignment using a tree. The PRANK uses indel 
events as phylogenetic information and the results may vary based on the given topology. A user 
can also infer the insertion-deletion events during the process of aligning sequences as well as the 
ancestral sequences. The file with *.ancseq extension comprise guide tree, aligned sequences and 
ancestral sequences in FATA format. The file with *.ancprof extension comprises the relative 
probabilities of characters for each ancestral node. By default, log-space is not used by the 
algorithm underlying PRANK, which enhances performance of the program but also raises some 
problems with larger test cases. It is a command-line tool that was written on Linux using ‘C++’ 
programming language but it also works on MacOSX and Windows.   
Probalign (Roshan and Liversay, 2006) employs PFPP (partition function posterior 
probability) approximations for calculating multiple sequence alignments with maximum 
accuracy. Its performance is better then the leading and popular aligners such as MUSCLE,  
MAFFT and ProbCons. These results were based on BAliBASE 3.0, HOMSTRAD, and 
OXBENCH benchmarks. Performance of Probalign is largest on test cases with N/C terminal 
extensions and long and heterogeneous length datasets. It also outperforms statistically (p-value 
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< 0.005) on the three gold standard repositories. Performance of Probalign is tested on manually 
curated as well as simulated datasets.       
Dialign-TX (Subramanian et al., 2008) is based on Dialign. Significant improvement has 
been achieved on locally and especially the globally related sequences by performing lot of 
algorithmic improvements. The improved version gives better performance without using 
increased CPU time and extra memory. Dialign-TX uses greedy algorithm based on progressive 
alignment. method. It employs a technique to estimate probabilities of the arbitrary occurrence of 
every fragment present in the sequence to be aligned. Consistency of the fragments is ensured by 
their individual weighted scores. Although the new version outperforms our old versions Dialign 
2 and Dialign-T, however the direct greedy method adopted by Dialign-TX is not good for spurious 
pairwise random similarities and may cause low accuracy of the alignments.   
Segment based multiple sequence alignment tool (Rausch et al. 2008) provides a 
graphbased extension to the traditional progressive alignment technique. The tool uses consistency 
idea on segments rather than on single characters. The major problem resolved by this tool is to 
develop a method of aligning sequences based on graphs. The algorithm is implemented using the 
SeqAn library and results are reported both on DNA and protein sequences. This approach has 
three major advantages; (1) sequences having conserved regions or block can be efficiently 
aligned, (2) it is an easy, generic and fast to implement, (3) Consistency idea can be improved for 
aligning multiple genomic sequences. This tool is available with the new version of T-Coffee. 
Comparisons show that the tool is better than the other MSA tools available in the market.   
ClustalXeed (Kim and Joo, 2010) is a software application to align multiple sequences with 
significant improvements over ClustalX and ClustalW-MPI software. Its major benefit over other 
popular MSA methods is that it can align a large number of protein and DNA sequences. In order 
resolve memory problem, ClustalXeed exploits both the RAM and distributed fileallocation system 
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for the construction of distance matrix and computation of pair align. Its editing option and a user 
friendly graphical user interface offer a parallel computing to users seeking fast alignment of large 
protein and DNA sequences sets. Its major features are; (1) aligning large sets of DNA and protein 
sequences, (2) employing task load balancing algorithm, INSTA, which enhanced overall 
performance of ClustalXeed, (3) can be used both on PC and in a distributed environment.  
Clustal Omega (Sievers et al. 2011) offers a noteworthy enhancement in scalability over 
earlier versions. It allows a user to align hundreds of thousands of sequences in few hours. Clustal 
Omega uses multiple processors, if available to gain efficiency. Quality of alignments generated 
by Clustal Omega is also better than earlier versions, as described by several wellliked 
benchmarks. It also has very important qualities to add sequences to and take advantage of 
information in on hand alignments. In case of small test cases, its accuracy is very close to the 
high-quality MSA tools.  Another important feature of Clustal Omega is that it allows a user to 
provide a profile HMM, inferred from an alignment of sequences that are homologous to the input 
data set. The sequences are aligned in the provided profiles so that they can be aligned to the 
remainder input set.    
Vertical Decomposition with Genetic Algorithm (VDGA) (Naznin et al. 2011) is a new 
approach to construct MSAs. In this approach a set of sequences is vertically divided into 
subsequences and then each set of sub-sequences is aligned. At the end, these aligned sub-
sequences are merged into one single alignment. VDGA has been tested with other popular MSA 
algorithms such as PRRP, ClustalX, DIALIGN, HMMT etc. by using test sets from BALiBASE 2.0. 
The results revealed that VDGA with three vertical divisions was the most accurate method as 
compared to the other MSA methods. VDGA works in the following steps: (1) developing of initial 
population, (2) developing child population, (3) forming a new population for the next generation, 
(4) vertical division and (5) stopping criteria.   
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MatGAT (Matrix Global Alignment Tool) is a software tool written in Java programming 
language (Campanella et al., 2003).  It accepts small sequence files (both DNA and protein) and 
calculates identity matrix. It provides option to load data in form of a file, copy-paste and by typing 
the sequences.  MatGAT accepts unaligned sequences and therefore to calculate identity matrix it 
first computes alignment using the Myers and Miller global alignment algorithm (Myers and 
Miller, 1988) and then calculates identity matrix. It accepts data in FASTA format and several 
scoring matrices such as BLOSUM50, BLOSUM62, and PAM250 etc are supported for analysis 
purpose. It also provides facility to transfer results to MS Excel. The output is displayed on the 
computer screen or printed directly. This software tool can be run on Unix and the Microsoft 
Windows Operating Systems. It can be downloaded as a compacted Zip-file from the following 
link: http:// www.angelfire.com/nj2/arabidopsis/MatGAT.html or  
http://www.bitincka.com/ledion/matgat.  
SIAS (Sequences Identities and Similarities) is server that accepts an alignment either by 
copy-paste mechanism or by loading a file (Pedro, 2008). It calculates the matrix using various 
scoring matrices. It support various input formats such as Clustal, FASTA and GCG/ PileUp. The 
sequence identity is the number of exactly matching residues (expressed as a percentage) in a 
sequence alignment between two sequences of the alignment. SIAS calculates the percentage 
identity using following methods:   
- Without gaps  
In this case SIAS calculates the identity as the number of identical residues divided by the 
length of the shortest sequence  
PID1 = 100(Identical residues/Shortest sequence length)   
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    Following is another method to calculate identity. In this case identity calculated as the 
number of identical residues divided by the average length of the two sequences   
PID2 = 100(Identical residues/Average length of the two sequences)   
- With gaps  
    In this case SIAS computes identity as the number of identical positions.   
PID3 = 100(Identical residues/Length of the alignment). SIAS computes similarity of the 
sequences normalized to 1. It uses BLOSUM62, PAM250 and GONNET scoring matrices for  
calculating similarity matrix.  
 The popular approach to evaluate MSAs tools is to calculate Sum-of-Pairs Score (SPS) 
and Column Score (CS) by comparing an alignment (called as test alignment) generated by an 
MSA method with a true alignment (Anderson et al. 2011). The sum of pair score is calculated by 
counting the correctly aligned sequences. It measures the ability of MSA tools to align some, if not 
all, of the sequences in an alignment (Thompson et al. 1999). Let an alignment of N sequences 
comprising M columns. The cth Column can be designated as Ac1,Ac2,…., AcN. For each pair of 
residues Acj and Ack, Scjk is defined such that Scjk =1 if Acj and Ack are in the same column of 
reference alignment. The score for cth column (Sc) can be defined as follows.   
 N N 
Scjk 
Sc = j 1 j kk 1    
The sum of pair score for the full alignment can be computed as  
 M Cr 
SPS= c 1 Sc / i 1Src   
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Cr denotes the number of columns and Src represent score of the cth column in reference 
alignment.  
Column score examines the ability of MSA tools of aligning all of the sequences correctly.  
It is computed by dividing the ‘matched’ columns between test and reference alignment with the 
total number of ‘considered’ columns in the test alignment (Thompson et al. 1999). Cc =1 if a 
column of a (test) alignment matches with the column of reference alignment otherwise it is zero.  
M 
CS= c 1 Cc / M   
BAliBASE (Thompson et al. 1999) is the most popular benchmark dataset used for 
evaluating MSA tools. It is divided to various datasets, each dealing with challenging problems 
faced during the MSA generation.  The latest version of BAliBASE has a lot of datasets.  
Reference 1 comprises equidistant sequences and is also categorized by percent identity. 
Reference 2 consists of orphan sequences. Reference 3 comprises a pair of divergent subfamilies; 
each group has less then 25% identity. Reference 4 contains sequences with long terminal 
extensions. Reference 5 consists of sequences with large internal indels (insertions and deletions). 
Datasets 6, 7 and 8 comprise sequences with repeats, transmembrane regions and inverted 
domains. BAliBASE version 3 (the current version) has an addition of Reference 9 which consists 
of sequences with linear motifs. These motifs lie in the disordered regions which are not easy to 
align and raise complication of the alignment.  
Pearson and Lipman, (1988) have written three software applications to compare 
sequences of DNA and protein. These tools are useful for searching sequence databases, 
evaluating similarity scores and finding periodic structures based on local similarity of the 
sequence. FASTA tool is useful to search databases of protein or DNA and compare sequences of 
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protein to DNA sequences through translation of DNA data base during the search. RDF2 tool 
uses shuffling method to assess worth of similarity scores. LFATA tool shows regions having local 
similarity between two sequences whose scores cross the threshold. The results can be displayed 
as a ‘graphic matrix’ plot or as individual alignments. Moreover, these tools can compare DNA 
or protein sequences based on different scoring matrices.   
GenomeMatcher, a desktop software application was developed for Mac OS X for studying 
comparison between DNA sequences (Ohtsubo et al. 2008). It displays the similarity regions by 
making them highlight in two dimensional and parallel views. In order to correlate the genomic 
differences, annotation symbols are also displayed. GenomeMatcher allows saving images in PDF 
and TIFF files. It can handle data from a few to sub-Giga bases. GenomeMatcher is developed in 
Objective-C using the Cocoa framework with the associated XCode development tools (both by 
Apple Inc.). It supports DDBJ/GenBank, single FASTA, and plain text formats. The key features of 
GenomeMatcher is that it can recompute and repeatedly analyze the similar regions between two 
DNA sequences using varying parameters or different programs such as blastn and tblastx of 
bl2seq or nucmer and promer of MUMmer.  
Lassmann et al. (2009) addressed the problem of large amount of genomic data being faced 
by MSA methods by introducing Kalign version 2 which was the result of improvement in Kalign. 
Kalign version 2 also supports the alignment of DNA sequences. Kalign 2 is very fast, accurate 
and memory tolerant. Its significant feature is that it permits the huge number of sequences. In 
order to increase accuracy of alignment, Kalign 2 also helps a user to incorporate known or 
predicted sequence annotation. Kalign 2 has the option to specify three extra parameters: (1) a 
terminal gap penalty (2) a gap_inc parameter and (3) a bonus score that may be added to each 
field of substitution matrix. Terminal gap penalty penalizes N/C-terminal gaps in proteins or 5/3 
gaps in DNA sequences. Gap_inc is used to enhance gap open and extension penalties. Bonus 
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score are calculated according to given formula. Kalign 2 achieved 2.4% improvement over the 
previous version. High accuracy of Kalign 2 is also notable in DNA alignments.   
Kemena and Notredame (2009) presented upcoming challenges for multiple sequence 
alignment methods in the high-throughput era. In their article, they reviewed consistency based 
and template MSAs methods. Results show that template based methods are more correct as 
compared with other approaches.  They address future challenges for MSA methods and most 
importantly the need to deal with very large data sets, the requirement to integrate large amounts 
of experimental data, the need to correctly align non-coding and non-transcribed data sets.  They 
have provided four major directions; (1) the use of template based methods that combine 
heterogeneous experimental data, (2) meta-methods and use of consistency based methods that in 
addition to combine assorted data, merge very different methods in a framework, (3) 
implementation of methods that may accept and process large scale data, (4) phylogeny 
reconstruction.  
ReadSeq (Gilbert, 2003) is a program written in Java programming language. It converts 
protein or DNA sequences between nineteen formats.  It is available both on web as well as to run 
on a standalone computer. It was originally developed in 1989 using Pascal programming 
language. In 1990, it was rewritten in C and then in 1993 C++ and then it was developed in Java 
programming language. ReadSeq 2 is faster and it does not support very large sequences file  
(100+ MB).  The supported formats are EMBL, GenBank, FASTA(Pearson), Clustal/ALN,  
ACEDB, BLAST, DNAStrider, FlatFeat/FFF, GCG, GFF, IG/Stanford, MSF, NBRF, 
PAUP/NEXSUS, Phylip4, Phylip3.2, PIR/CODATA, Plain/Raw, SCF and XML. It also provides 
the facility to change case of sequences and remove gap symbols from the output. ReadSeq also 
computes reverse complement of the input sequences. It also provides a lot features such as 
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attenuator, C_region, CAAT-signal, CDS, conflict, D-loop, D-segment, enhancer, exon, 
GC_signal, gene, iDNA, intron, J_segment, LTR, mat-peptide, misc-binding, misc_diffrence, 
misc_featrue, misc_recomb, misc_RNA, misc_signal, misc_structrue, modified_base, mRNA, 
N_region, old_sequence, polyA-signal, polyA_site, precursor_RNA, prim_transcript, 
primer_bind, promoter, protein_bind, RBS, repeat_region, repeat_unit, rep_origin, repeat_unit, 
rep_origin, rRNA, S_region, satellite, scRNA, sig_peptide, snRMNA, source, stem_loop, STS,  
TATA_signal, terminator, transit_peptide, tRNA, unsure, V_region, V_segment, variation, 
3’clip, 5’clip, 5’UTR, -10_signal, -35_signal.  
There are numerous formats to read or write protein or DNA sequences.  Sequences in 
plain format may have only IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) 
characters. This format does not allow spaces and numbers. Only one sequence is allowed in a 
plain sequence format file. Following is an example of plain sequence format.  
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTGGGG 
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGCCCCC
CCCC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCTGGGGGGGG
GGGG 
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAATTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACCTGAA  
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EMBL (European Molecular Biology Laborator) format allows several sequences to be 
saved in a single file. Each sequence in EMBL format starts with the word/identifier “ID”. This 
identifier is followed by many annotation lines. Beginning of actual data is marked by a line 
starting with “SQ” and a sequence ends with two slashes “//”. Following is an example of EMBL 
format.  
ID   AB000263  standard; RNA; PRI; 368 BP.  
XX  
AC   AB000263;  
XX  
DE   Homo sapiens mRNA for prepro cortistatin like peptide, complete cds.  
XX  
SQ   Sequence 368 BP; acaagatgcc attgtccccc ggcctcctgc 
tgctgctgct ctccggggcc acggccaccggg          
            60  
ctgccctgcc cctggagggt ggccccaccg gccgagacag cgagcatatg caggaagcgg           
            120  
caggaataag gaaaagcagc ctcctgactt tcctcgcttg gtggtttgag tggacctccctttttt           
          180  
aggccagtgc cgggcccctc ataggagagg aagctcggga ggtggccagg cggcaggaa            
                240     
gcgcaccccc ccagcaatcc gcgcgccggg acagaatgcc ctgcaggaac ttcttctggag              
  xxxiv 
          300  
agaccttctc ctcctgcaaa taaaacctca cccatgaatg ctcacgcaag tttaattacaggggg             
        360   
gacctgaa                                        368  
//  
The line that starts with ‘ID’ shows that sequence is of RNA and its length is 668 base 
pairs. Line starting with ‘AC’ shows accession of the sequence and the sequence is arranged in a 
number of lines. Length of each line is shown at the start and the end of sequence is marked by  
“//”.  
FAST format is very simple and easy to read and write. A sequence in FASTA format 
starts with a single line description. A file in FASTA format may several sequences. This line 
(description line) must start with greater than (“>”) symbol which is followed by the sequence 
id/name without a space. After sequence id other information (which is optional) such as type of 
sequence, sequence length, species name etc. may be added. Following is an example of FASA 
format.   
>ABCD |acc=123|descr=Homo sapiens mRNA, complete cds.|len=368  
GTGAAGTGTTGTTGCCCCCTAATTTTTTGTTGTTGTTGTAAATTGGCCCTGTGGTTG
T 
TGTTGTTTTGCCTTTGGGGGGTGGTTCCCCTGGTTGGGGTGGTGGGTGTGTGTGG
AA 
ATCCCCGGGTGGGGAAAACCCTTTTTTGGCCCTTGTTTGGTGGTTTGGGTGGGTTT
TC 
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CCCTTGGTGTTGCCCTTTTTGTGGCCGGGGCCCTTTGGGGGGTCCCAAAATGCCC
GG 
GGTGTCCCTTTGGTGGTTTGCCCGTTGGGGTGGGGTGTAAATGTGGCCCTTTTCC
CGG 
GGGGTTTTTTTCCCCTGTGGGTCCCCTTTTGTTTGTGGCCCCCGTGTGCCCCTGGT
TGT 
GCCCTGGG  
Description line of a FASTA format may have only greater than symbol followed by the 
sequence name as follows  
>ABCD  
GTGAAGTGTTGTTGCCCCCTAATTTTTTGTTGTTGTTGTAAATTGGCCCTGTGGTTG
T 
TGTTGTTTTGCCTTTGGGGGGTGGTTCCCCTGGTTGGGGTGGTGGGTGT  
A file in GCG format has only one sequence. A sequence starts with the line starting with 
“ID” followed by other annotation lines. Actual sequence starts after double dots ‘..’. This type 
sequence format is very similar to EMBL. Line starting with “ID” has id, lengthy and type of the 
sequence. It also has a line showing accession of the sequence. GCG format also shows the number 
of characters at the start of each line. Following is an example of GCG format  
ID   AB000111 standard; RNA; PRI; 308 BP.  
XX  
AC   AB000111;  
XX  
  xxxvi 
DE   Homo sapiens mRNA for prepro cortistatin like peptide, complete cds.  
XX  
SQ   Sequence 308 BP;  
AB000111  Length: 308  Check: 4014  ..    
1  tctagtagcc taagtccccc ggcctcctgc tgctgctgct ctccggggccgg  
51  ctgccctgcc cctggtgggt ggccccaccg gccgtgtctg cgtgctaatg  
101  ctggtttttg gttaagctgc ctcctgtctt tcctcgcttg gtggtatgtgggg  
151  tggcctgtgc cgggcccctc tttggtgtgg ttgctcgggt ggtggcctgg  
251  gcgctccccc cctgctttcc gcgcgccggg tctgtttgcc ctgctggttg  
301  tgtccttctc ctcctgcaat ttaacctct cccttgtttg ctctcgcttgcgggg  
351  gtcctgat  
Sequence file in GenBANK format may have many sequences. Each sequence in GenBANK 
format starts with line that starts with the word of LOCUS. This line may have other information 
about the sequence such sequence type and sequence etc. Sequence in this format also has 
accession id of the sequence. Start of the actual sequence is marked with the word of  
ORIGIN and end of the sequence is marked with two slashes “//”.   
LOCUS       AB000111                 368 bp    mRNA    linear   PRI 05-FEB-1999 
DEFINIAION  Homo sapiens mRNA for prepro coraisaaain like pepaide, complete  
            cds.  
ACCESSION   AB000111  
ORIGIN        
  xxxvii 
1 acaaaaagcc aaagaccccc ggccaccagc agcagcagca caccggggcc   
51 catcccatcc ccattattta ttccccacct taaaatacat ctatcaaaatcccccc  
101 cattaaaaat taaaatcatc caccatacaa accactcaat tattaaatatccccc  
151 attccatatc ctttccccac aaattatatt aatcacaata ttattccattccccccc  
201 tctcaccccc ctatcaaacc tctctccttt acataaatcc catcattaacccccc   
251 ataccaacac caccatcaaa aaaaaccaca cccaataaat cacaaaaaatcc   
301 taaaaaaa  
//  
An IG format allows reading or writing several sequences in a file. Several comment lines 
may be added each starting with semicolon “;”.  Start of actual sequence is marked with the name 
of sequence (without sequence). A sequence is ended with the digit of 1 or 2. ‘1’ indicates that the 
sequence is linear and ‘2’ indicates that the sequence is circular. Example of IG format is given 
below. ; comment  
; comment  
AB000111  
TGTTGTTCCCTTTGTGGGCCCGGTGGTGGTGGTGGTGGTGTGCCCCGGGTGGGG
GTG 
GGGTGGGGTGGGGGTGGTGGGTGGGGGGTGGGGGGGTGTGTGGGTGGTTTTGG
TGG 
TTGGGGGTGGTTTTTGGTTTTGGTGGGTGGTGTGTTTGGTGGGTTGGTGGTTTGTG
TG 
  xxxviii 
GTGGTGGGTGGGGTGTGGCCCCGGGTGTTTGGTGTGTTGGTGGGGTGGTGCCGT
GCC 
CGGTGGTTGGGGGTGGCCCCGTGGTTTGGGCCCCGGGGGTGTGTTTGGGGTGGTGGT 
TGTTGTTGTGGTTGTGGTTGTGGTGGTGGTTTTTTTTGGTGTGCCTTGTTTGGTGTGCC 
TTGTTTTTTTTGTGTGCTGTT1  
  
Major goal of coloring residues in an alignment is to find out regions where some 
particular properties prevail and to show up dissimilarities. The most common way is to color 
residues in an alignment using some specific color schemes adopted by some popular alignment 
visualization tools/editors.   
ClustalX adopts the following color scheme. This color scheme is according to the 
physicochemical properties of the residue:  
Residue  Color  
A,V,F,P,M,I,L,W  Red  
D,E  Blue  
R,K  Magenta  
S,T,Y,H,C,N,G,Q  GREEN  
Others  Grey  
  
Lesk used the following color scheme (Lesk, 2002; Wageningen, 2014).   
Residue  Color  
G,A,S,T  Orange  
C,V,I,L,P,F,Y,M,W  Green  
  xxxix 
N,Q,H  Magenta  
D,E  Red  
K,R  Blue  
  
Following color scheme used by MAEditor (Multiple Alignment Editor) (Wageningen, 
2014)    
Residue  Color  
A,G  Light green  
C  Green  
D,E,N,Q  Dark green  
I,L,M,V  Blue  
F,W,Y  Lilac  
H  Dark blue  
K,R  Orange  
P  Pink  
S,T  Red  
  
Following color scheme (Wageningen, 2014) is used by CINEMA  
Residue  Color  
H,K,R  Blue  
D,E  Red  
S,T,N,Q  Green  
A,V,L,IM  White  
  xl 
F,W,Y  Magenta  
P,G  Brown  
C  Yellow  
B,Z,X  Grey  
  
Following color scheme (William, 2014) is used by Shapely   
Residue  Color  
ASP,GLU  Bright red  
CYS,MET  Yellow  
LYS,ARG  Blue  
SER, THR  Orange  
PHE, TYR  Mid blue  
ASN, GLN  Cyan  
GLY  Light grey  
LEU, VAL, ILE  Green  
ALA  Dark grea  
TRP  Pink  
HIS  Pale blue  
PRO  Flesh  
  
WebLogo (Crooks et. al., 2012) uses the following color scheme  
Residue  Color  
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G,S,T,Y,C  Green  
N,Q  purple  
K,R,H  Blue  
D,E  Red  
A,V,L,I,P,W,F,M  Black  
ASN, GLN  Cyan  
GLY  Light grey  
LEU, VAL, ILE  Green  
ALA  Dark green  
TRP  Pink  
HIS  Pale blue  
PRO  Flesh  
  
Statement of Problem  
Keeping in view the deficiencies in other MSA editing and analysis tools, IVisTMSA 
(Interactive Visual Tools for Multiple Sequence Alignments) was developed with the following 
objectives.  
• To provide an editing and analyzing environment for multiple sequence alignments.  
• To analyze the selected sequences from an alignment.  
• To provide a feature to save state of the activities being performed.  
• To manage thousands of sequences in all the tools of IVisTMSA.  
• To publish results of comparison of MSAs both in statistics and visual form.   
• To view 3D chemical structure by integrating Jmol in MSApad.  
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• To view phylogenic tree by embedding Archaeopteryx in MSApad.   
• To develop confidence in users to select a right MSA method.  
  
CHAPTER 3  
MATERIALS AND 
METHODS  
 
3.1 Computing Machine  
A computer node having Core i7 3.34 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM running MS 
Windows7 and Virtual Box with Fedora OS was used for implementation of IVisTMSA and 
comparative study of MSA methods.  
3.2 Computer Languages  
All tools of IVisTMSA were written in Java computer language. XML was used to save 
the work performed.   
3.3 Development Environment  
NetBeans IDE 7.4 was used as a developing environment for all tools of IVisTMSA.  
3.4 XML Parsing  
Java API for XML Processing (JAXP) was used for reading, writing (parsing) and 
validating XML documents. Following three basic parsing interfaces of JAXP were used:  
• Document Object Model  (DOM) parsing interface.  
• Simple API for XML (SAX) parsing interface.  
• Streaming API for XML (StAX) interface.   
3.5 The Algorithm  
IVisTMSA has implemented an algorithm that is based on divide and conquer approach. 
It is used to divide an alignment into sub-alignments and perform various computations of 
statistics such as computation of CS, SPS, consensus sequence, conserved positions in an 
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alignment and identity of two sequences. The algorithm was implemented by using a very 
powerful feature of multithreading of Java programming language. IVisTMSA calculates the 
number of threads based on the number of sequences in an MSA. Minimum two threads are 
generated for every alignment and this number is incremented for every other 500 hundred 
sequences. The algorithm used the following equations to compute the number of threads 
required for an alignment.  
Ns 
Nt  2                                                     (1)  
500 
Where Nt is the number of threads required for an MSA. Ns represent the number of 
sequences in an alignment and ‘2’ denotes the minimum number of threads required for every 
alignment.  
 MSAcomp algorithm divides an MSA horizontally into sub-MSAs based on the number of 
threads generated by equation 1.  Equations 2 and 3 calculate the number of sequences for the 
sub-MSAs. Equation 2 calculates the number of sequences for the first sub-MSA and equation 3 
is executed repeatedly (until Nt reaches to zero) to compute the number of sequences for 
subsequent sub-MSAs.  
 N N Nsi s / t                                                                                                  (2)  
N Nt t 1
N Ns si  
Nsj                                                            (3)  
 Nt  
N N Nsi si  sj  
  
In equation 2 Nsi denotes the number of sequences of the first sub-MSA that is to be 
generated whereas in equation 3 it is the total number of sequences to extract from Ns.  Nsj 
represent the number of sequences of the current sub-MSA to be generated. Figure 3.1 shows 
pseudo code for the algorithm (3.1A) and graphical view of the divide and conquer approach 
(3.1B).  
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Figure 3.1: Divide and conquer approach used in various tools of IVisTMSA. In the fist step 
an alignment is divided into sub-alignments (A). In the second step Java threads are generated 
to perform various types of computations on the sub-MSAs and finally the main thread 
performs the final computations (B).  
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3.6 Tools of IVisTMSA  
All tools of IVisTMSA were written using Java swing (an API for providing a graphical 
user interface for Java programs). Java swing was used to provide graphical and interactive 
interfaces to all tools of IVisTMSA.  
3.6.1 MSApad  
The most important and major tool of IVisTMSA is MSApad. It is a tool to edit and 
analyze protein sequence alignments. The key features of MSApad are (1) editing alignments 
with the help of keyboard and mouse clicks, (2) analyzing selected sequences in an alignment, 
(3) displaying quantitative and visual/graphical results of analysis of the selected sequences, (4) 
embedding Jmol for viewing 3D structure of the alignment, (5) integration of modified 
Archaeopteryx for the phylogenetic analysis of sequences in the alignment, (6) saving the state 
of the whole work performed in XML form so that, next time, the user may start  working from 
the saved state. Java graphics API was used to show analysis results in the form of various 
graphs/charts. MSApad implemented an MSA model to load and v iew large alignments. MSA 
model sits between the alignment and MSA viewer and efficiently manages the large alignments.  
Figure 3.2 shows architecture of MSA model.  
  
 
MSA 
MSA Rendering  
Model MSA Viewer 
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Figure 3.2: Graphical representation of MSA model. It sits between MSA and MSA viewer 
and manages rendering of large alignments very efficiently.   
  
3.6.2 MSAgen  
MSAgen is a tool that provides graphical user interfaces (GUIs) to reconstruct protein 
alignments of multiple sequence files at the same time.  It provides GUIs for Clustal Omega, 
ClustalW2, MAFFT, MUSCLE and BioJava library for Needleman-Wunsch algorithm to 
generate MSAs. The feature of providing multiple sequence files at the same time has been 
provided using JList library of Java programming language. The whole GUI was developed 
using Javax.swing package of Java programming language. MSAgen allows the user to set 
parameters (gap penalty, lower/upper case of the sequences, matrix etc.) for reconstruction of  
MSAs. It also provides visual progress of the alignment being generated.   
3.6.3 MSAcomp  
MSAcomp compares several test alignments with a single reference alignment. For this 
purpose it uses various scores such as sum of pairs score and column score. It allows the user 
to load multiple test alignments simultaneously using JList library of javax.swing package of 
Java programming language. MSAcomp displays various statistics and graphs/charts of the 
results of comparison of the alignments. It allows the user to view the statistics in bar, pie or 
line chart of all or selected alignments. It also enables a user to print results in PDF, JPEG or 
text form. The most notable feature of MSAcomp is that it can manage thousands of biological 
sequences. A user can save all the activities performed in MSAcomp in XML format.   
3.6.4 FASTA Generator  
This tool is written by the author and it provides an interface to load several alignments 
in different formats to convert them in FASTA format. JList library of javax.swing package of 
Java programming language was used to provide this interface. FASTA generator displays a 
list of selected alignments and processes them one by one. It provides another pane to display 
progress of FASTA generator. The two panes are separated by JSplitPane. JSplitPane is an 
object used to split two areas and provides the option to have full views of the separated areas.  
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3.6.5 IDMC  
This is a tool that calculates identity matrix of aligned protein sequences efficiently. It 
provides an interface to select a file with the alignment in FASTA format . This interface was 
developed using component of JTextField of javax.swing package of Java programming 
language. It provides another interface to view the calculated matrix that was developed using 
JTable component of javax.swing package. Main window of the IDMC which displays identity 
matrix was developed using JFrame which is a library of javax.swing package. This tool 
implemented divide and conquer approach to calculate the matrix efficiently.    
  
3.6.6 Tree Calculation  
This tool allows the user to calculate phylogenetic tree using neighbor joining algorithm. 
Two types of trees are allowed to calculate (1) based on the distance matrix calculated using 
percent identity technique (2) based on the distance matrix computed using BLOSUM62 matrix 
. An interface is provided which was developed using JTextField object of javax.swing. It also 
provides an option to save or view the calculated tree in Archaeopteryx.   
3.6.7 DM Calculation  
This tool allows the user to calculate two types of matrices (1) using percent identity 
technique (2) using BLOSUM62 matrix. It was developed using JTextField object of javax.swing 
package. Main window is developed using JFrame library of javax.swing package of Java 
programming language. Distance matrices were calculated using BioJava library. It provides 
an option to save the matrix in the user selected file. This tool implemented divide and conquer 
approach for efficiently calculating the distance matrix.   
3.7 Comparative Study of MSA methods  
Figure 3.3 describes all steps of the methodology introduced in this research work.  
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3.7.1 Construction of Simulated Trees  
TreeSim package of R was used to generate 10 simulated trees (Heled et al., 2013) of 
different number of taxa. Trees of 10, 25, 75, 200, 350, 500, 600,7 00, 850 and 1000 taxa were 
generated under the birth-death model. The purpose of generating trees of different number of 
taxa was to study the performance of the MSA methods with respect to varying number of 
sequences. Following script was used to generate the simulated trees.  
tree  =  birthdeath.tree(birth,  death,  taxa.stop=taxa,  seed=0,  print.seed=T,  
return.all.extinct=FALSE) 
tree = 
prune.extinct.taxa(tree)  
 
Figure 3.3: Methodology of comparative study of the MSA tools  
  
3.7.2 Construction of Simulated and Test Alignments  iSG was used to construct 10 datasets 
(corresponding to 10 simulated trees) comprising 10, 25, 75, 200, 350, 500, 600, 700, 850 and 
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1000 sequences. Each of the ten datasets consisted of 40 alignments; 10 with varying deletion 
rate, 10 with varying insertion rate, 10 with varying indel size and 10 with varying sequence 
length. Thus, a total of 400 known alignments were generated. Table 3.1 shows the four 
parameters and their varying values (base pairs) used to construct the true alignments. Each of 
4 sets has one varying (highlighted) and three constant parameters.  
 The ten MSA methods were then applied to generate the test alignments. Thus, a total of 4000 
(400 × 10) test alignments were generated and evaluated to measure the accuracy and execution 
speed of the MSA tools.   
3.7.3 Alignment Accuracy Assessment Procedure  
 The most common practice of measuring accuracy of MSA programs is to compute SPS and CS 
by comparing an alignment generated by an MSA tool with a reference alignment (Kim and 
Byungkook, 2007; Stoye et al., 1998). Accuracy of the MSA methods were measured using SPS 
and CS which were computed using MSAcomp, which is an interactive tool for computing quality 
scores of several alignments simultaneously (Pervez et al., 2013). Overall accuracy of the MSA 
methods was computed by calculating average of SPS and CS.  
Table 3.1: Four sets of evolutionary parameters. In each of four sets, three parameters are 
kept constant and one is varying (highlighted).   
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3.7.4 Statistical Analysis  
 For each of the four data sets (based on four evolutionary parameters), average SPS and CS 
were computed from the results produced by the ten MSA methods. The one way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) was performed to see whether there is statistically significant difference 
among the average SPS and CS (Accuracy) of all the MSA tools.  In order to find the significant 
difference between specific MSA tools, Multiple Comparisons Table (MCT) using Tukey posthoc 
test was developed. The positive or negative mean difference indicates the significant difference 
between the MSA tools. The p < 0.05 was used to consider the differences as  
significant.   
3.7.5 MSA Methods Evaluated  
The ten MSA tools were selected based on two parameters: (1) The algorithms 
used/adopted by them and (2) their popularity. Table 3.2 describes the MSA tools with their 
versions, strategy used, main algorithms and URL for download. . All of these MSA methods 
were run using default parameters  
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Table 3.2: MSA methods used for comparative study  
MSA Method  Version  Strategy 
Used  
Main  
Algorithm  
Availability  
T-Coffee   10.00.r1 
613  
Fast  Consistency 
(multi-core 
usage 
capable)  
http://www.T-Coffee.org/  
ProbCons   1.12  Accurate  Hidden  
Markov 
Model/Cons 
istency  
http://probcons.stanford.edu/download.html 
Dialign-TX  1.0.2  Accurate  Consistency  http://dialign-tx.gobics.de/download  
Kalign  2.0  Accurate  Progressive  
(Wu- 
Manber)  
http://msa.sbc.su.se/cgi-bin/msa.cgi  
Multalin  5.4.1  Accurate  Progressive  http://multalin.toulouse.inra.fr/multalin/  
MAFFT-L-INS-i   7.0  Accurate  Fast Fourier  
T./Iterative/ 
Consistency  
http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/  
Clustal Omega  1.2.0  Accurate  Hidden  
Markov  
Model  
http://www.clustal.org/omega/  
MUSCLE3.8.31  
  
3.8.31  Fast  Hidden  
Markov 
Model/Cons 
istency  
http://www.drive5.com/MUSCLE/downloa 
ds.htm  
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MAFFT-FFT- 
NS-2   
7.0  Fast  Fast Fourier  
T./Iterative/ 
Consistency  
http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/  
SATe  2.2.7  Accurate  Iterative  
divide  and 
conquer  
http://phylo.bio.ku.edu/software/sate/sate.ht 
ml  
  
3.8 Work Place  
Institute of Biochemistry and Biotechnology, University of Veterinary and Animal 
Sciences, Lahore, Pakistan.  
  
 
 
CHAPTER 4  
RESULTS  
 
 
4.1 IVisTMSA  
IVisTMSA is a software package of seven interactive visual tools for multiple sequence 
alignments. Most of the tools of IVisTMSA use the divide and conquer (DnC) approach for 
performing efficient computations on MSAs. DnC approach has been implemented using 
power feature of multithreading provided by Java programming language. DnC approach 
divides an alignment horizontally into sub-alignments and Java threads are generated for 
each subalignment. All Java threads return the results to the main thread which computes the 
final value. Major focus is on manipulating large alignments (Figure 4.1). MSApad is an 
editing and analysis tool for multiple sequence alignments. It can load 409% bigger 
alignments than Jalview, STRAP, CINEMA and Base by Base. It also has several unique 
editing features. MSA comparator is a tool for comparing several alignments efficiently at the 
same time. MSA reconstruction tool provides graphical user interfaces for Clustal Omega, 
ClustalW2, MAFFT, MUSCLE and BioJava library for generating MSAs.  MSA 
reconstruction provides feature to load several sequence files simultaneously. FASTA 
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generator converts alignments of ClustalW, MSF, Phylip, PIR, GDE and Nexus formats of 
unlimited size into FASTA format. IDMC is a tool to calculate identity matrix of two MSAs 
efficiently. It calculated identity matrix of two alignments having 8070 sequences and 2696 
base pairs just in 12 minutes. Tree calculation tool generates a phylogenetic tree using 
neighbor joining % identity and BLOSUM 62 matrix and Distance Matrix calculating tool 
generates distance matrix using neighbor joining % identity and BLOSUM 62 for smaller 
alignments efficiently.   
.  
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Figure 4.1: IVisTMSA is a software package for generating, editing, analyzing, 
comparing MSAs, generating phylogenetic tree, distance matrix and converting alignments 
of unlimited size of various formats into FASTA format.   
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4.1.1 MSApad  
MSApad is the most important and major tool of IVisTMSA. It can be opened by 
selecting the ‘MSApad’ button from the main window of IVisTMSA (Figure 4.1). The main 
window of MSApad (Figure 4.2) allows the user to start new project, open a project and save 
project etc.  In MSApad each activity starts as a new project which is initiated when user 
selects ‘New Project’ option from file menu of the main window of MSApad.   
 
Figure 4.2: Options provided by main window of MSApad. The user can start a new project 
by clicking the ‘New Project’ option.  
  
When the user selects ‘New Project’ option, MSApad opens a new window which 
allows the user to select the desired multiple sequence alignment (Figure 4.3). MSApad has 
implemented a filter, so that, by default the open dialog box may allow the user to select an 
alignment of FASTA format. When the user selects an alignment and clicks the ‘Open’ button, 
the alignment is displayed in a new interface (Figure 4.4). This interface displays the total 
number of sequences of the opened alignment at the top bar. Other features are provided in 
form of menu bar. Position of each sequence is displayed when the user brings mouse pointer 
on the yellow bar. Sequence names are displayed in the left most pane of the window.   
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Figure 4.3: Selection of MSA through ‘New Project’ option. MSApad allows the 
user to select the desired MSA through the ‘New Project’ option provided by MSApad in 
the file menu.   
  
It provides a lot of editing and analysis features for MSAs. It has also embedded 
Archaeopteryx, which is an open source Java application for analysis of phylogenetic trees. 
It also provides view of protein structures through Jmol.   
As compared to other MSA editing tools written in Java programming language, 
MSApad can load four times big alignments. This was one of the objectives of this research 
work.  MSApad has been tested by loading an alignment having 45000 sequences and 2696 
length (Figure 4.4). Size of this alignment becomes 120MB. MSApad loaded the alignment in 
just 30 seconds. It calculated conserved positions and consensus sequence of this alignment 
in only 25 and 27 seconds respectively.   
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Figure 4.4: Alignment displayed by MSApad. The alignment has 45000 sequences and 
length of each sequence is 2696 base pairs.   
  
MSApad can open alignments of the following different formats:   
1. ALN (Alignment)  
2. FASTA (Fast All)  
3. GDE (Genetic Data Environment)  
4. MEGA (Molecular Evolutionary Genetic Analysis)  
5. MSF (Multiple Alignment Format)  
6. NEXUS  
7. PHYLIP (Phylogeny Inference Package)  
8. PIR (Protein Information Resource)  
  
  
Analysis Features  
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MSApad provides several analysis features such as  
1. Finding Conserved and consensus sequence. A user can find conserved positions or 
calculate consensus sequence of all or the selected sequences.   
To calculated consensus sequence the user selects ‘Calculate’ menu from the menu bar. A 
list of options is opened from where the user selects ‘Consensus Sequence ->Selected/All’ 
(Figure  
4.5).   
 
Figure 4.5: MSApad allows the user to calculate consensus sequence of the selected or all 
sequences.   
  
When the user selects option of calculating consensus sequence, MSApad divides the 
sequences into various segments using divide and conquer approach. The sequence segments 
are given to the corresponding Java threads which calculate consensus sequence for each 
sequence segment. At the end, the main thread calculates final consensus sequence from the 
consensus sequences computed by the Java threads (Figure 4.6). Divide and conquer 
approach implemented by the multithreading technique of Java programming language has 
made it possible to search the consensus sequence very efficiently. MSApad can search 
consensus sequences of an alignment of 120MB size in less than 26 seconds.   
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Figure 4.6: Consensus sequence searched by MSApad. At the bottom consensus 
sequence is displayed, whereas, each column of the alignment shows the residue that occurs 
most often in the column.  
  
MSApad allows the user to calculate conserved sequences of the selected or all 
sequences. When user selects the option of ‘Conserved Sequence -> Selected/All’ (Figure 4.7), 
MSApad displays conserved positions and conserved sequence in a new window (Figure 4.8).   
 
Figure 4.7: Calculation/analysis features provided by MSApad. The user can find 
conserved or consensus sequence of selected or all sequences.   
  
MSApad, due to the adopted divide and conquer approach, searches conserved 
sequences very efficiently (Figure 4.8). MSApad can search conserved sequence/positions of 
an alignment of 120MB size in less than 27 seconds.   
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Figure 4.8: Conserved sequence/positions searched by MSApad. Conserved sequence is 
displayed at the bottom of the window.  
  
2. IVisTMSA provides feature to calculate phylogenetic tree of all or the selected sequences. 
MSApad calculates phylogenetic tree using neighbor joining %ID and neighbor joining 
BLOSUM62 matrix techniques.  MSApad has an embedded Archaeopteryx to view 
phylogenetic tree. It was one of the objectives of this research work. Figure 4.9 displays 
phylogenetic tree through Archaeopteryx. In Archaeopteryx, a user can perform several 
analysis and editing functions.  
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Figure 4.9: A view of phylogenetic tree (calculated by IVisTMSA) using 
Archaeopteryx  
  
3. MSApad calculates identity of the first sequence with all other selected sequences (Figure 
4.10). Two types of identities can be calculated: (1) identity with gaps and 2) identity 
without gaps. To calculate identity, the user first selects a set of sequences then he/she 
selects ‘Identity>With Gaps/Without Gaps’ option from the ‘Calculate’ menu in the menu 
bar.  Identity of the first sequence with all the selected sequences is calculated. If the user 
wants to calculate identity of a single sequence with all other sequences in an alignment 
then he/she needs to select only that sequence.  MSApad calculates identity of the selected 
sequence with all other sequences. Like calculation of conserved and consensus sequence, 
identity calculation process is also very efficient. Results showed that MSApad can 
calculate identity of a sequence with one thousand sequences in less than 20 seconds.  The 
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efficiency has been achieved using the divide and conquer approach implemented by 
multithreading technique of Java programming language.   
 
Figure 4.10: Identity calculation procedure. The user first selects a set of sequences and 
then selects ‘Identity->With Gaps/Without Gaps’.   
  
Figure 4.11 shows calculated identity in a tabular form. First column shows the name 
of sequences, second column shows the total number of identical residues and third column 
shows identity in percentage.  MSApad allows the user to sort results either by sequence name, 
identical residues or % identity.    
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Figure 4.11: Identity of seq001 with all other sequences. The user can also sort the 
results by clicking any of the three columns.   
  
4. MSApad allows the user to view MSA through 6 various color schemes These are   
a. ClustalW (Figure 4.12)  
b. Lesk (Figure 4.13)  
c. MAEditor (Figure 4.14)  
d. CINEMA (Figure 4.15)  
e. WebLogo (Figure 4.16)  
f. Shapley (Figure 4.17)  
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 Figure 4.12: ClustalW color scheme supported by MSApad    
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Figure 4.13: Lesk color scheme supported by MSApad  
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Figure 4.14: MAEditor color scheme supported by MSApad  
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Figure 4.15: CINEMA color scheme supported by MSApad  
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Figure 4.16: WebLogo color scheme supported by MSApad  
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Figure 4.17: Shapley color scheme supported by MSApad  
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5. MSApad also provides a feature to view 3D chemical structure of protein through Jmol. 
This was one of the objectives of this research work. The user selects ‘View’ menu from 
the menu bar and then clicks the ‘Protein Structure’ option to view protein three 
dimensional structures (Figure 4.18). When the user clicks the ‘Protein Structure’ option, 
MSApad opens a dialog box to select the protein structure file in PDB format.   
 
Figure 4.18: Pathway to select a PDB file. When the user selects ‘Protein Structure’ 
option a new window is opened that allows searching and selecting the desired PDB file.  
MSApad calls Jmol library to display the provided protein 3D structure. The interface 
provided by Jmol to view protein structure provides several features for analysis of the protein 
structure (Figure 4.19). These features are displayed when the user clicks with right mouse 
button any where inside the window of Jmol. Major features are 1) View of protein structure 
from left, top, front, bottom and back etc. 2) Changing style of protein structure 3) Setting 
color for atoms, bonds, hydrogen bonds, disulphide bonds and labels etc. 4) zooming, spinning 
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and measuring protein structure 5) setting surface of protein structure using various schemes 
6) printing protein structure in various formats such as GIP, JPG and PNG etc.  
  
Figure 4.19: View of protein 3D chemical structure through Jmol integrated in 
MSApad. Editing Features   
MSApad provides the several editing features. Provision of an editing and analysis 
environment by IVisTMSA was one of the objectives of this research work.  
I. Editing single cell/residue. A user can edit the selected residue without opening a new 
window/ interface. Other MSA editing tools allow the user to edit a sequence in a new 
window but MSApad allows editing the sequence residue by residue at their own 
locations  
(Figure 4.20). For this purpose, the user needs to double click the residue to be edited.  
Opening a sequence in a new window is not a user friendly feature. It is time 
consuming and complex job.  
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Figure 4.20: MSApad provides a unique feature to edit a single residue/cell. A user can edit 
the selected residue just by double clicking on it.  
  
II. MSApad also allows editing name of a sequence. This feature is similar to that of 
editing a single residue. Double clicking a sequence name enables editing feature. In 
figure 4.21 editing of ‘Hsap_C8GC’ is enabled.   
 
Figure 4.21: Editing a sequence name by MSApad. Double clicking the sequence name 
enables editing.   
  
III. MSApad allows finding location of a single residue/character in an alignment. The find 
residue form can be opened by selecting ‘Edit’ option in the menu bar and then clicking 
the ‘Find’ option (Figure 4.22). ‘Find single residue form’ allows the user to enter a 
single residue in the provided text field.  
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Figure 4.22: Pathway to find a single residue in an alignment. Selecting ‘Find’ 
option in the edit menu opens ‘Find single residue form’.  
  
When the user clicks ‘Ok’ button on the ‘Find single residue form’, MSApad runs a 
routine to find the residue and highlights it in the alignment (Figure 4.23).  
 
Figure 4.23: Searching single residue by MSApad. In the figure ‘Q’ is searched and 
highlighted.  
  
IV. MSApad can also finding sequence name. The mechanism to find a sequence is similar 
to finding the single residue.  
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V. MSApad allows the user to move a column from one place to the other by drag and 
drop mechanism. Clicking, dragging and dropping in the yellow bar enables this 
feature.   
VI. MSApad allows moving sequences up and down. A sequence can be moved up or down 
by following the below steps   
a. Select the sequence   
b. Click ‘Move Sequence(s)’ option in the menu bar  
c. Select ‘Up’ or ‘Down’ option from the drop down menu (Figure 4.24)  
 
Figure 4.24: Moving sequences up and down in an alignment. MSApad allows the user to 
move a selected sequence up or down.   
  
VII. MSApad allows appending a sequence (Figure 4.25) In order to append a sequence 
following steps are followed  
a. Click the ‘Edit’ menu in the menu bar  
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b. Select ‘Add Sequence At End’ from the drop down menu  
c. Enter name of sequence and the sequence itself in a new window titled as ‘New  
Sequence Entry Form’  
d. Click ‘Ok’ button  
‘Reset’ button in the ‘New Sequence Entry Form’ can be used to clear the text box and 
‘Cancel’ button cancels the activity.  
 
Figure 4.25: Interfaces for appending a sequence in the opened alignment   
VIII. MSApad allows inserting a sequence before or after a selected sequence (Figure 4.26). 
To insert a sequence before or after a sequence following steps are followed.  
a. Select a sequence  
b. Select ‘Edit’ menu from menu bar  
c. Select ‘Add Sequence After’ or ‘Add Sequence Before’ options form the drop 
down menu   
d. Enter sequence name in ‘New Sequence Entry Form’ and sequence it self either 
by copy-past mechanism or by typing.   
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e. Click the ‘Ok’ button on the ‘New Sequence Entry Form’.   
This is a unique feature of MSApad. No other MSA editing tool provides this feature.   
 
Figure 4.26: Screen shot showing inserting sequence at any location in the 
alignment. The user can insert sequence after or before a selected sequence.  
  
IX. MSApad also allows inserting sequence at the start of alignment. Steps similar to 
inserting a sequence after or before a selected sequence are followed for this type of 
edit feature.  
X. MSApad provides the feature of saving alignment in FASTA format. The alignment can 
saved by selecting ‘Alignment’ menu from menu bar and then clicking the ‘Save’ option 
from the drop down menu.  
Comparison with other MSA editors  
Similar to many other MSA editors, MSApad has a lot of editing and analysis features. 
In addition, MSApad also has some unique features which are not provided by other MSA 
editors.  
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These are   
MSApad can load and view 409% more data as compared to other MSA editors 
developed in Java programming language such as Jalview, STRAP, CINEMA (Parry-Smith et 
al., 1998) and Base by Base (Brodie et al., 2004).  
Table 4.1 Comparison of MSApad with other MSA editing tools. MSApad has many 
unique as well as other featurea  
  
  
MSApad provides a very important feature of editing a single residue. This feature 
allows the user to edit a single residue at its location. Now a user does not have to open a 
separate window to edit a sequence. Editing a single residue in new and separate interface is 
a complex and time consuming activity.   
The feature of inserting sequence at any place in the alignment enabled the user to add 
a sequence at any location in the alignment. A user can add a sequence before or after any 
sequence of the alignment. The user can also insert a sequence at the start of the alignment 
or append a sequence in the alignment.  
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MSApad also provides a facility to move a column from one location to any other 
location in the alignment. You just select a column, drag and drop it at the desired location. 
The user can also sort an alignment by a column. In order to sort the alignment, just double 
click a column of the alignment.  
MSApad also provides a feature to calculate identity of a sequence with the other selected 
sequence. Just select a range of sequences and click the identity button (with gaps/without 
gaps) and MSApad will calculate the identity keeping the first sequence of the selected 
sequences as the base.  
All the above mentioned features are not provided by any other MSA editor.  It is very user 
friendly editor. Highlighted region of Table 4.1 shows the features that are not possessed by 
other MSA editors.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
4.1.2 MSAcomp  
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One of the techniques of examining accuracy of MSA methods is to compare an 
alignment constructed by the MSA method (called as test alignment) with a reference 
alignment (Kim and Byungkook, 2007; Stoye et al., 1998). Two popular scores i.e. SPS and 
CS are calculated as a part of this comparative study. Currently, available tools calculate 
scores only of one test alignment at a time which is a time consuming activity and it becomes 
a very tedious task when you want to compare several test alignments. MSAcomp gives an 
option to provide test files as many as you want and displays SPS and CS in tabular form of 
all the provided alignments. MSAcomp can be launched by clicking the ‘MSA Comparator’ 
button provided on the main window of IVisTMSA (Figure 4.1). MSA comparator measures 
quality of MSAs using SPS and CS. Figure 4.27 shows the starting interface of MSA 
comparator.  It provides several features such as starting a new project, opening a saved 
project, saving a project, printing results on paper, printing results in HTML or PDF format. 
All these features are provided in the ‘File’ drop down menu.  
  
Figure 4.27: Starting interface of MSA comparator.   
View menu of MSA comparator allows the user to view results in form of bar, pie or 
line charts (Figure 4.28). The screen shot shows that bar, pie or line charts of both SPS and 
CS can be drawn. The user can draw the charts for SPS or CS of the selected alignments.   
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Figure 4.28: Bar, pie and line charts drawing functionality provided by MSA 
comparator.   
  
Multithreaded algorithm has enabled MSAcomp to handle large alignments efficiently. 
Accuracy of MSAcomp is comparable to SuiteMSA and FastSP and, in case of large 
alignments especially, efficiency is very high as compared to these tools. A reference 
alignment can be obtained by three approaches. Firstly, it can be gotten from a benchmark 
MSA database. Secondly by adjusting an MSA by hand based on our own experience and 
knowledge. Thirdly, it can be constructed by using a simulator such as   ROSE, iSG, MySSP, 
Seq-Gen (Rambaut and Grassly, 1997) and SIMPROT.     
Performance of MSAcomp is described with three angles i.e. 1) Accuracy 2) Efficiency 
for larger alignments 3) Efficiency comparison with other tools.   
Start New Project Interface  
 In MSAcomp, all activities have to be part of a project. A project is a collection of test 
files along with their SPS and CS and other analysis activities such as bar, pie or line charts 
of the selected test files. A new project is created by clicking the ‘New Project’ button in ‘File  
Menu’ of the main window of MSAcomp (Figure 4.29). Interface of starting new 
project provides facility to select multiple test files and compute their SPS and CS against a 
single reference file.   
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Figure 4.29: The window to start a new project (right hand side) is opened by 
clicking ‘New Project’ button in file menu of the main window of MSAcomp (left hand 
side). A user can select multiple test files, remove selected or all files. ‘Start’ button starts a 
new project and ‘Cancel’ button cancels the project.  
  
A user can either remove all files by selecting ‘Reset List’ button or any selected file 
from the list by clicking ‘Remove File’ button. By pressing ‘Start’ button, MSAcomp starts 
computing  
SPS and CS of all provided files and ‘Cancel’ button may be used to cancel the activity.  
Scores Interface  
When user presses ‘Start button’ on ‘Start New Project’ window, MSAcomp begins 
calculating SPS and CS of all loaded test files and displays results in tabular form in a new 
subwindow (Figure 4.30) inside the main window. Results are displayed under three 
labels/columns i.e. 1) ‘Sort by Test Files’, 2) ‘Sort by SPS’ and ‘Sort by Column Score’. 
Column labeled as ‘Sort by Test Files’ shows all processed test files and other two columns 
shows SPS and CS respectively. The prefix ‘Sort by’ with label of each column means that 
user can sort results in ascending or descending order by clicking these buttons with respect 
to test files, SPS or column score. Options to select the desired alignments are also provided 
for further analysis in form of bar, pie or line charts.   
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Figure 4.30: An interface displaying SPS and CS. The button labeled as ‘Sort by 
Test Files’ provides feature of sorting results in ascending or descending order with respect 
to test files. The buttons of ‘Sort by SPS’ and ‘Sort by Colum Score’ sort results with respect  
to SPS and CS respectively. Extreme left pane provides options to select the alignments for 
further analysis.   
  
Figure 4.30 displays SPS and CS of lipocalin super family proteins generated from 
various MSA methods. These are a group of small globular proteins and in addition to other 
functions; they are mostly associated in allergic reactions. They also share a common anti 
parallel beta-barrel conformation consisting of eight beta-strands. Apart from this, lipocalin 
proteins have a small highly-conserved motif near the first beta- strand (Flower et al., 1993; 
Sanchez et al., 2003).  
Manually adjusted MSA were obtained from Sánchez et al. (2003) Strope et al. (2009) 
and Anderson et al.(2011) who used the same proteins to illustrate their tools.   
Scores interface of MSAcomp also allows the user to visualize the conserved and non-
conserved positions of the selected alignments. Figure 4.31A displays the score interface of 
MSAcomp which allows the user to select an alignment. Figure 4.31B shows conserved 
positions of a reference and test alignments. Conserved positions of two alignments can be 
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calculated by selecting ‘Alignment Consistency’ option from the ‘View’ menu of the main 
window. Results showed that MSA comparator can display conserved and non-conserved 
positions of two alignments comprising more than 8000 sequences and 2696 sequence length 
in less than 5 minutes.  
 
 Figure 4.31: Conserved positions of reference and test alignments.      
  
  
  
Graphical Analysis Tools  
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MSAcomp provides three major graphical tools for analysis of accuracy of alignments. 
These are bar, pie and line charts both for SPS and CS. Bar and pie charts are calculated 
based on the total values of SPS and CS while line charts are built based on per column SP 
and CS.  
Bar Chart  
Bar charts are one of the three graphical tools for analysis. Figure 4.32 shows bar 
chart analysis of accuracy of lipocalin super family proteins whose SPS and CS is shown in 
figure 4.30. Window displaying bar chart also provides several editing features such as a user 
may edit title of the chart, labels of x-axis and y-axis and labels of individual bars of the chart. 
‘Chart Update Form’ is displayed when a user clicks with mouse on any of the bars of the 
chart. After providing new label in the text field and pressing the ‘Ok’ button, old label of the 
selected bar is replaced by the new one.   
  
Figure 4.32: Bar chart analysis of accuracy of lipocalin super family protein 
alignment.   
Pie Chart   
Analysis of accuracy of alignments can also be viewed via pie chart. Figure 4.33 shows 
pie chart analysis of accuracy of lipocalin super family proteins shown in figure 4.30. This 
window also provides editing features like bar chart window. A user can edit  title of chart and 
labels of individual parts of pie chart.  “Chart Update Form” is displayed when user clicks 
inside of a part of pie chart. Remaining procedure is similar to “Chart Update Form” 
displayed in bar chart window.  
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Line Chart  
Line chart (Figure 4.34) displays graphical analysis of SPS and CS of each column of 
the alignments. Like bar and pie chart, window of line chart provides various editing options. 
Title of line chart, label of x-axis, y-axis and line itself can be edited and changed.  Upper 
pane of line chart window provides options to edit title of chart and labels of x -axis and y-
axis. Bottom pane is for editing label of a line.    
 
Figure 4.33: Pie chart analyses of the test alignments. This window also provides 
options to edit pie chart title and labels of parts of pie chart.   
Accuracy of MSAcomp  
This section describes that efficiency of MSAcomp does not affect its accuracy. 
Lipocalin superfamily protein alignments computed by different MSA methods were used for 
the accuracy comparison of the three tools i.e. MSAcomp, SuiteMSA and FastSP.  Figure 4.35 
shows that values of SPS and CS computed by MSAcomp are same as computed by SuiteMSA 
and FastSP. SuiteMSA is good for small alignments. FastSP  and MSAcomp are very   
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Figure 4.34: Per column SPS view of the selected alignments in figure 4.31. Upper 
part of this window displays options to edit title of the chart, labels of x-axis and y-axis while 
the lower part titled as “Change Series Name” provides an interface to edit labels of the 
lines (inside the legend).    
  
efficient and useful tools for small, medium as well as large alignments, therefore, in 
this section, small protein data sets were selected so that comparison of all the three tools can 
be presented.  
Efficiency of MSAcomp for larger alignments   
MSAcomp is very efficient tool for alignments with tens of thousands of sequences. 
This section presents efficiency statistics of MSAcomp for alignments of varying number of 
sequences and length (Figure 4.36). MSAcomp computes scores of alignment with 1614 
sequences just in 2 and 11298 sequences only in 12 seconds. Alignments for the purpose of 
analysis  shown  in  figure  4.31  were  constructed  using  Clustal 
 Omega.  
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Figure 4.35: Accuracy comparisons of SuiteMSA, FastSP and MSAcomp. The 
figure shows that accuracy of MSAcomp is same as of SuiteMSA and FastSP.  
  
the sequence file named as BBA0039.tfa in folder titled as RV100 enclosed in a zipped 
file named as ‘msa_reference.tar.gz’ in BAliBASE and then replicating it to generate an 
alignment having 1614 sequences and then replicating 1614 sequences to generate 3228 and 
so on. Replication was done in order to save time and avoid from constructing so big 
alignments from an MSA method.  
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1614 3228 4842 6456 8070 9684 11298 
No. of sequences 
 
 
Figure 4.36: Efficiency analysis of MSAcomp for alignments having more than 
eleven thousand sequences. MSAcomp spent only 12 seconds to compute SPS and CS 11298 
sequences  
  
EFFICIENCY COMPARISON OF MSAcomp WITH FastSP PROGRAM  
  
MSAcomp is many times efficient than other tools that are available for comparing 
MSAs. The best alternative is FastSP whose authors claimed that its efficiency is almost the 
same as of QScore (Edgar, 2004) which is developed in C programming language. Results 
showed that MSAcomp computed SPS and CS of various datasets ( the total number of 
sequences were 185419) in 29.421 seconds only whereas FastSP consumed 51.432 seconds 
(Figure 4.37). It shows that MSAcomp saved 22.011 seconds and is more than 40 percent 
efficient than FastSP. This became possible because of divide and conquer based algorithm 
that the MSAcomp implemented to compute SPS and CS.    
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Figure 4.37: Efficiency comparison of MSAcomp with FastSP. It is clear that 
MSAcomp is very efficient tool.  
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4.1.3 MSAgen/MSA Reconstruction  
This tool of IVisTMSA provides graphical user interfaces for Clustal Omega, 
ClustalW2, MAFFT, MUSCLE and BioJava library for generating MSAs. The unique feature 
of this tool is that all interfaces allow the user to load several sequence files to be aligned at 
the same time. Once the user has loaded sequence files, the respective tool starts to align the 
loaded sequences and the progress of generating the alignment is shown in the below pane. It 
provides many other features as well such as to remove the selected or all files from the list 
and cancel the activity. The generated alignments are saved by the name of the file appended 
with the initials of the generating tool. For example an alignment generated by Clustal Omega 
will be saved by the name of the file appended with _CO and so on. Figure 4.38 shows an 
interface for Clustal  
Omega. Figure 4.39 shows an interface for MAFFT. Figure 4.40 shows an interface 
for  
MUSCLE. Figure 4.41 shows an interface for ClustalW2. Figure 4.42 shows an 
interface for BioJava library for generating MSAs.  
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Figure 4.38: Graphical user interface for Clustal Omega.   
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Figure 4.39: Graphical user interface for MAFFT  
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Figure 4.40: Graphical user interface for MUSCLE  
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Figure 4.41: Graphical user interface for ClustalW2  
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Figure 4.42: Graphical user interface for BioJava library for generating MSAs  
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4.1.4 FASTA Generator  
This tool converts several alignments of seven different formats into FASTA format at 
the same time. Supported formats are Clustal, MSF, PhyLip, PIR, GDE, Nexsus and MEGA. 
The unique feature of this tool is that it can accept alignments of unlimited size. Secondly, the 
user can provide alignments of mixed formats. FASTA generator recognizes the format 
automatically and converts it into the FASTA format. It also displays progress of generating 
the FASTA format in most below pane. User can remove the selected file by clicking the 
‘Remove File’ button or he/she can remove all files by selecting the link of ‘Reset List’ (Figure 
4.43). Results showed that FASTA generator can convert an alignment of a given format of 
102102 sequences and 623 base pairs length in less than one second.     
  
  
Figure 4.43: FASTA generator allows the user to load several alignments of 
different formats simultaneously. It recognizes format of the loaded alignment 
automatically and converts it into FASTA format.   
4.1.5 Identity Matrix Calculator  
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This tool of IVisTMSA allows the user to load two alignments and generates identity 
matrix efficiently (Figure 4.44). Identity matrix is displayed in tabular form (Figure 4.45). To 
achieve efficiency, it has implemented divide and conquer approach and divides an MSA into 
sub-MSAs. To generate sub-MSAs, equations 1, 2 and 3 described in the section of 3.5 are 
used. Multithreading technique of Java programming language is used for calculating identity 
matrix of the sub-MSAs. A thread is generated for each sub-MSA which calculates identity 
matrix of the given sub-MSA. Each thread calculates identity matrix and puts values in the 
identity matrix. At the end JTable component of javax.swing package is filled with the matrix.   
  
Figure 4.44: Interface of IDMC that allows the user to load two alignments. ‘Ok’ 
button starts working of the tool. ‘Reset’ button resets the text fields and ‘Cancel’ button 
cancels the activity.   
  
Results showed that this tool can calculate identity matrix of two alignments 
comprising 8070 sequences and 2696 bas pairs (sequence length) in just 12 minutes.   
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Figure 4.45: Identity matrix calculated by IDMC.  Screen shot is showing ID matrix 
of 1640 sequences. Each sequence is 2696 base pairs long.  
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IDMC- Other Features  
IDMC also provides features to save ID matrix in the selected file or print directly. It 
shows the print dialog when the user clicks print menu item inside the ‘File’ menu. IDMC 
prints the matrix when the user selects ‘Print’ option after setting the required parameters 
(Figure 4.46).  
 
Figure 4.46: A feature to print ID matrix provided by IDMC. The matrix is printed when 
the user selects ‘Print’ button on the print dialog.   
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4.1.6 Tree Calculation  
This tool allows the user to provide an alignment and calculates phylogenetic tree 
using neighbor joining % identity and BLOSUM 62 matrix (Figure 4.47). The tool has 
integrated Archaeopteryx to display the tree. Archaeopteryx is an open source software tool 
developed using Java programming language. It provides several features for analysis and 
editing of the tree. Tree calculation tool also provides option to save tree in a file. The saved 
tree can be used to draw it in any phylogenetic software tool. It also implements divide and 
conquer approach to efficiently calculate distance matrix required for generating the 
phylogenetic tree. The provided MSA is divided into sub-MSAs using equations described in 
section 3.5.   
 
Figure 4.47: Interface to select MSA for generating phylogenetic tree. Options to save as 
well as draw the tree are also provided.   
  
  
  
  
4.1.7 Distance Matrix calculator  
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Distance Matrix (DM) calculation tool allows the user to provide an alignment and 
calculate distance matrix bases on neighbor percent identity and BLOSUM62 matrix. 
Calculated DM is saved in the file provided by the user. It also uses divide and conquer 
approach and divides the MSA into sub-MSAs. Multithreading technique of Java 
programming language is used to implemented the divide and conquer approach. Many 
phylogenetic tree drawing software tools accept distance matrix to draw the tree. Therefore, 
the distance matrix calculated by IVisTMSA can be provided to several other important 
phylogenetic tools to draw, display and analysis purpose.    
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
4.2 COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MSA METHODS  
Data relevant to comparative study of MSA tools is available at www.ivistmsa.com.  
4.2.1 Simulated Sequences and Alignments  
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Simulated sequences and alignments generated by iSG were used to study the effect of 
sequence length, indel size, deletion rate and insertion rate. Four hundred known alignments 
and four hundred corresponding sequence files with no indels were constructed based on ten 
trees generated by R. The corresponding sequences were aligned by the ten MSA tools. The 
obtained alignments were compared to the known alignments generated by iSG. The quality 
of alignments constructed by the MSA methods was measured by the two most popular scores 
i.e. SPS and CS.    
4.2.2 MSA Tool Evaluation: Overall Alignment Accuracy  
For each of the 400 reference alignments in the simulated dataset, the ten MSA 
methods were applied, resulting in a total of 4000 test alignments. The four thousand test 
alignments consisted of one thousand alignments with varying indel size, one thousand 
alignments with varying sequence length, one thousand alignments with varying deletion rate 
and one thousand alignments with varying insertion rate. The varying evolutionary 
parameters are shown in table  
3.1. The overall accuracy of these alignments was measured using average sum-of-
pairs scores. The experiment confirmed previous findings (Nuin et al. 2006; Thompson et al. 
2011) in the sense that ProbCons outperformed all other MSA tools (Figure 4.48).  SATe, 
which was not tested in the previous studies was on the second position and MAFFT(L-INS-
i)  was on the third position.  One way of analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed 0.002 
significant level which means there is a significant difference among SPS of the alignments 
generated by MSA tools.  Among other tools, Kalign achieved the highest score. T-Coffee and 
MAFFT(FF-TNS-2) generated the least quality alignments. Multiple Comparisons Table 
(MCT) developed using Tukey post-hoc test confirmed our results that ProbCons, SATe and 
MAFFT(L-INS-i) were the most accurate tools. ANOVA and MCT are attached as supporting 
information file (ANOVA- 
MCT).  
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Figure 4.48: Overall alignment quality measured using SPS. ProbCons maintained 
its first position but MAFFT (L-INS-i) loosed the second position which was occupied by 
the SATe.   
  
4.2.3 MSA Tool Evaluation: Effect of Indel Size   
To evaluate the effect of indel size, we generated 1000 alignments with varying indel 
size (5 to 950). One dataset having ten alignments for every indel size was created. Evaluation 
of effect of indel size on alignment quality measured using SPS (Figure 4.49A) showed that 
ProbCons was the top performer. SATe and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were on the second and third 
positions respectively. Among other MSA tools Dialign-TX achieved the highest SPS. Multalin 
generated alignments with the lowest SPS. Study of effect of indel size on alignment quality 
measured using CS (Figure 4.49B) showed that ProbCons, SATe and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were 
on the first, second and third positions respectively. Among other MSA programs, T-Coffee 
was the top performer. Majority of the MSA tools such as Clustal Omega, Multalin, Kalign, 
MAFFT(FFT-NS-2), MUSCLE and Dialign-TX achieved very low CS. It was also observed 
that indel size has very little effect on alignment quality (Line charts of figure 4.49A and figure  
4.49B).  
4.2.4 MSA tool evaluation: effect of sequence length   
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To study the effect of increasing sequence length on alignment quality, for every 
sequence length, one dataset comprising ten alignments was generated. Thus a total of 1000 
alignments of varying sequence lengths ranging from 30 to 2500 residues were generated. 
Study of effect of sequence length measured using SPS (Figure 4.50A) showed that sequence 
length had least effect on alignment quality. However, ProbCons achieved the highest average 
scores.  
SATe and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were consistently on the second and third positions 
respectively.  
Among other MSA tools, MUSCLE and Multalin achieved highest and lowest SPS 
respectively.  
Evaluation of effect of sequence length measured using CS (Figure 4.50B) showed that  
ProbCons was on the top followed by SATe and MAFFT(L-INS-i) whereas other MSA 
programs gave low CS. It is clearly shown that variation in alignment accuracy by each MSA 
tool is vey less. All MSA tools gave consistent performance. The same has been reported by 
previous studies (Lassmann and Sonnhammer, 2002) that sequence length has much less effect 
on alignment accuracy.   
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Figure 4.49: Effect of varying indel size on alignment quality. ProbCons was the top 
performer .  MAFFT(L-INS-i)  and SATe achieved second and third positions respectively. 
However, indel size has very little effect on alignment quality (Line charts).  
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Figure 4.50: Effect of increasing sequence length on alignment accuracy. ProbCons 
outperformed all other MSA tools. SATe and MAFFT(L-INS-i)  were on the second and 
third positions respectively.  Among other MSA tools, MUSCLE and MAFFT(FFT-NS-2) 
gave good SPS and CS respectively. Line charts of figure 3A and figure 3B show that 
sequence length has least effect on performance of all MSA methods.   
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4.2.5 MSA tool evaluation: effect of deletion rate   
Effect of deletion rate on the alignment quality was studied by generating alignments 
with varying deletion rates (Table 3.1). Similarly to the studies of effect of indel size and 
sequence length, effect of deletion rate was investigated by developing one dataset consisting 
of ten alignments for every deletion rate. This study showed different results. Firstly, Three is 
a trade off between increasing deletion rate and alignment quality. High deletion rate affected 
accuracy of almost all MSA tools. Secondly, SATe achieved the highest average sum-of-pairs 
scores (Figure 4.51A) and column scores (Figure 4.51B). With respect to SPS, ProbCons and 
Multalin were on the second and third positions respectively. Among other MSA tools, Kalign 
and MUSCLE were the best performers. The smallest accuracy was shown by MAFFT(FFT-
NS2). With respect to CS, MAFFT(L-INS-i) and Multalin were on the second and third 
positions respectively. Another variation was that almost all MSA tools performed better.  
4.2.6 MSA tool evaluation: effect of insertion rate   
To investigate the effect of increasing insertion rate, alignments with varying insertion 
rate (Table 1) were generated. Results of this study were similar to the study of ‘effect of 
deletion rate on alignment quality’ which showed that all MSA tools showed poor 
performance with high insertion rate. Evaluation of effect of insertion rate measured using 
SPS (Figure 4.52A) showed that SATe generated the most accurate alignments . ProbCons, 
Kalign and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were on the second, third and fourth positions respectively. T-
Coffee achieved the lowest SPS.  
Study of insertion rate on alignment quality measured using CS (Figure 4.52B) showed 
that SATe outperformed all other MSA programs. MUSCLE, MAFFT(L-INS-i) and ProbCons 
were on the second, third and fourth positions respectively. T-Coffee gave the lowest CS.  
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Figure 4.51: Effect of increasing deletion rate on alignment quality. The study 
showed different results. Firstly, SATe outperformed ProbCons. Secondly, a higher deletion 
rate has significant effect on alignment quality (Line charts of figure 4B and figure 4B). In 
case of CS, SATe, MAFFT(L-INS-i) and Multalin were on the first, second and third 
positions.  
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All MSA tools gave better performance.  
 
Figure 4.52 Effect of increasing insertion rate on the alignment accuracy. Insertion 
rate has significant effect on alignment quality. Almost all MSA tools perform better on low 
insertion rate. SATe achieved the highest average SPS. ProbCons and Kalign were on the 
second and third positions respectively. Accuracy of T-Coffee was the lowest. Study of 
  cx 
insertion rate measured using CS showed that SATe, MUSCLE, MAFFT(L-INS-i)  were 
on first, second and third positions. ProbCons was on the fourth position  
  
4.4.7 MSA Tool Evaluation: Time Consumed By Each MSA Method  
Results showed that accuracy of ProbCons is highest; however, it is also the very slow 
tool. SATe, who is on the second position, is 529% faster than ProbCons. MAFFT-L-INS-i 
consumed much time than SATe and less than ProbCons. Among the fast strategies of MSA 
methods, MUSCLE is the fastest. Figure 4.53 shows time spent in seconds by each MSA 
method.   
  
Figure 4.53: Efficiency of MSA tools. ProbCons spent maximum time. SATe is little 
bit less accurate but 529.10% faster than ProbCons and 236.72% faster than MAFFT(L-
INS-i)  . MUSCLE is the fastest tool. It took only 375 seconds.  
  
4.2.8 Comparison of Results Obtained on Simulated Data and Results Obtained on 
BALiBASE Benchmark Sequences  
In order to determine that the results obtained on iSG simulated alignments were also 
applicable to the benchmark alignments, we selected BALiBASE alignments as benchmark 
alignments/test cases. We measured accuracy of the ten MSA tools using 6 reference test cases  
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(RV11, RV12, RV20, RV30, RV40 and RV50) available in the version 3 of the 
BALiBASE (ftp://ftp-igbmc.u-strasbg.fr/pub/BAliBASE3). RV11 contains sequences having 
equal distances. RV12 composed of sequences with orphans. RV20 consists of sequences from 
deviating subfamilies.  RV30 composed of sequences from families with highly diverged 
sequences. RV40 contains sequences with N/C terminal extensions. RV50 composed of 
sequences with large  
insertions.  
Overall, the results obtained on the BALiBASE benchmark alignments were similar to 
those obtained on the true alignments (Figure 4.54).  ProbCons and MAFFT(L-INS-i) gave 
same performance on BALiBASE reference sets RV11, RV20, RV30 and RV50. In case of  
BALiBASE reference set RV12, ProbCons outperformed MAFFT(L-INS-i), however, 
on RV40, MAFFT(L-INS-i) performed better than all other MSA methods. SATe, except RV11 
(where it gave performance equal to ProbCons and MAFFT(L-INS-i))  outperformed all MSA 
tools on all the reference sets. Almost all MSA tools performed much better but overall the 
trends were similar. ProbCons, SATe and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were consistently the best tools. 
However, in contrast to the results obtained on simulated sequences, SATe, Clustal Omega 
and T-Coffee showed different performance. SATe outperformed all the other MSA tools and 
T-Coffee showed better performance than MUSCLE. Clustal Omega also outperformed 
Kalign, Multalin and Dialign-TX. Other MSA tools were almost consistent in their 
performance. Time spent on BALiBASE benchmark alignments by all MSA tools was also very 
similar to the time spent on simulated alignments (Figure 4.55). In case of both datasets, SATe 
was faster than ProbCons and T-Coffee.  However, some differences were also observed. 
Kalign, with a minute difference, consumed less time than MUSCLE. MAFFT(L-INS-i) and 
Dialign-TX were faster than SATe and Multalin respectively. Overall, the results found from 
the simulated and BALiBASE benchmark sequences were consistent with exception of SATe, 
T-Coffee and Clustal Omega which ranked slightly higher on the benchmark alignments.  
These results confirmed previous findings (Nuin et al. 2006) suggesting ProbCons and 
MAFFT(L-INS-i) as the best tools. Authors believe that variation in performance of MSA tools 
on manually curated alignments and simulated alignments was due to the complex simulated 
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datasets used (alignments with very large indel size, sequence length, deletion rate and 
insertion rate were tested).     
 
Figure 4.54: Alignment quality comparisons of results obtained on simulated data 
and results obtained on BALiBASE benchmark sequences. With the exception of SATe, 
TCoffee and Clustal Omega which perform a little bit better in case of BALiBASE 
benchmark alignments; the results are similar and confirm previous findings.    
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Figure 4.55:  Efficiency comparison between the results obtained on simulated data 
and results obtained on BALiBASE benchmark sequences.  Major findings are almost 
similar. Among the fast strategies of MSA tools, MUSCLE is consistently the fastest tool 
and among the regular strategies, SATe is faster then ProbCons. Efficiency of other MSA 
tools is almost consistent in case of both data sets.   
  
CHAPTER 5  
  cxiv 
DISCUSSION  
  
  
This study was designed to develop interactive visual tools for generating, analyzing editing and 
comparing large multiple sequence alignments.   
5.1 MSApad  
Presently, a lot of MSA editing and analyzing tools are available. Some of them such as 
HOMED (Stockwell and Petersen, 1987) and MALIGNED (Clark, 1992) are no longer maintained. 
The popular and widely used tools include Jalview (Waterhouse et al. 2009),  
SeaView (Galtier et al. 1996), MEGA (Kumar et al. 2001), STRAP (Gille and Frömmel, 2001),  
PFAAT (Caffrey et al. 2007), Base-by-Base (Hillary et al. 2011) and CINEMA (Lord et al.  
2002). Jalview, STRAP, PFAAT and Base-by-Base are Java programs whereas SeaView, MEGA 
and CINEMA are written in C++ language. Some of these tools either do not allow the user to 
view big alignments or they do not have user friendly editing features. Such as, our results showed 
that all Java based tools do not allow the user to load more than 15000 sequences, where the 
length of each sequence was 2696.  SeaView and MEGA can display more than 45000 sequences 
but they do not have user friendly editing features. For example, no MSA editing tool provides 
features to edit a single residue at its own position, without opening a separate interface/window. 
Some tools allow the user to add a sequence at the end of an opened alignment but no tool provide 
functionality to insert sequence at the start or before/after of a selected sequence.  
MSApad is an MSA editor and analyses tool. It is a major tool of IVisTMSA. MSApad 
allows the user to visualize, edit and analyze larger MSAs. Results show that it can load almost  
400% bigger alignments as compared to all the programs written in Java programming language 
such as Jalview, STRAP, Base-by-Base and PFAAT. Support of thousands of sequences by 
IVisTMSA was one of the objectives of this research work. It also provides many unique features 
for editing an alignment such as the user can edit a residue at its own position without opening a 
new window, insert a sequence at any location of an alignment and move a column from one 
position to another position. In addition, it has several other features, such as calculation of 
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identity matrix of a sequence with other selected sequence and moving a selected sequence up or 
down etc. which if one MSA editing tool has the other does not have.   
MSApad has implemented divide and conquer approach to compute efficiently the distance 
matrices for phylogenetic trees, and search the conserved and consensus sequences.  
Several color schemes such as ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994), MAEditor (Wageningen, 2014), 
Lesk (Lesk, 2002; Wageningen, 2014), CINEMA and WebLogo (Crooks et. al., 2012) etc are 
supported by MSApad. It also provides the features to calculate phylogenetic tree using neighbor 
joining % identity and BLOSUM62 techniques, conserved and consensus sequences of all or the 
selected sequences.  Comparison of MSApad with other MSA editing tools showed that MSApad 
has several unique as well as a lot of other features. Table 4.1 shows that the features in highlighted 
area are unique to MSApad. No other MSA editing tool provides these features.   
MSApad also enables a user to save the whole work being performed or the alignment only. 
Activities performed in MSApad are saved using XML. Providing support to save work in form of 
a workspace/project was also one of the objectives of this research work. It also provides feature 
to view 3D chemical structure of a protein using Jmol.   
  
  
5.2 MSAcomp    
Several tools such as SuiteMSA (Anderson et al. 2011), SinicView (Shih et al. 2006), 
AltAVist (Morgenstern et al. 2003) and BALiBASE C program (Thompson et al. 1999) are 
available to compute SPS and CS for comparing MSAs but they either support small alignments 
or less efficient. FastSP (Mirrab and Warnow, 2011) can process thousands of sequences but it is 
also slower than MSAcomp. They are not efficient tools especially when big alignments are 
provided.  They also do not allow the user to load multiple test alignments simultaneously.  
MSAcomp is a tool that provides facility to compare a reference MSA with multiple test 
MSAs at the same time. This tool has made it easy and comfortable to compare large sets of test 
files simultaneously. Especially, it is very useful when a user carries out a comparative study of 
MSA methods, where thousands of MSAs are compared.   
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A comparison between BAliBASE C program and MSAcomp shows that MSAcomp is many 
times faster than BAliBASE C program which is written in ‘C’ programming language. C 
programming language is naturally a fast computer language as compared to Java programming 
language. The reason is that it is a middle-level language and it is time saving activity to convert 
a middle level to a machine language. The divide and conquer approach and multithreading 
technique of Java programming language implemented by MSAcomp has made it many times 
efficient as compared to other MSA comparing tools.   
Results showed that BALiBASE C program spent 159 seconds where as MSAcomp spent 
almost 4 seconds only to compute SPS and CS of five alignments with varying number of sequences 
and length. It means that MSAcomp is about 3975% efficient as compared to other  
MSA comparing tools and efficiency of MSAcomp does affect its accuracy.    
It also provides the option to view comparison of the selected MSAs in graphical form through 
bar, line and pie charts. All activities in MSAcomp can be saved as a project which can be opened 
at a later time.   
Results also showed that MSAcomp is efficient than FastSP which is reported to be an efficient 
tool as compared to other tools. MSAcomp is forty percent faster than FastSP.   
  
5.3 MSAgen  
Many software tools such as STRAP (Gille and Frömmel, 2001), SuiteMSA (Anderson et 
al. 2011), PFAAT (Caffrey et al. 2007) and SeaView (Galtier et al. 1996) etc. provide graphical 
user interfaces for generating MSAs but they do not allow the user to load several sequence files 
simultaneously. Now a user does not need to provide sequence files again and again. This task 
becomes very boring especially when a person wants to align several sequence files. MSAgen 
provides graphical user interfaces for Clustal Omega (Sievers et al. 2011), ClustalW (Larkin et al. 
2007), MAFFT (Katoh and Standley, 2013) and MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004). It also provides a tool 
for reconstructing MSAs using BioJava library for generating MSAs. Its unique feature is that it 
can accept multiple protein sequence files in FASTA format at the same time and then generate 
the corresponding MSAs one by one.   
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5.4 FASTA Generator  
Presently, many tools such as ALTER (Glez-Peña et al. 2010), Readseq (Gilbert, 2003) are 
available for converting format of an alignment into the other but they can process big alignments. 
FASTA format is most famous and is gaining popularity day by day. It is also very easy to read, 
understand and write an alignment in FASTA format. Big amount of data is available in other 
formats but new tools give support of FASA format. Therefore it is necessary to have a tool that 
can convert other alignment formats into FASTA. FASTA generator can convert format of an 
alignment into FASTA format. It can process an alignment of unlimited size. FASTA generator has 
the capability to compute FASTA format of an alignment of unlimited size. The other important 
feature is that it spends very less time to calculate FASTA format of an alignment.       
5.5 IDMC  
This tool calculates identity matrix of aligned protein sequences very efficiently. Identity 
matrix is displayed in tabular form and an option to save the identity matrix is also provided so 
that the saved identity matrix may be used in other analysis activity. Most of the other available 
tools for calculating identity matrix such as SIAS (Pedro, 2008) and MatGAT (Stothard, 2000) are 
online and they can not process alignments of more than 10MB size. IDMC can compute identity 
matrix of alignments having more than 21MB size. It means IDMC can process more than 100% 
bigger alignments than other tools. It is also very efficient tool. Results showed that IDMC 
computed identity matrix of alignments having 8070 sequences (sequence length is 2696) just in 
12 minutes.    
5.6 Tree Calculation   
Tree calculation tool allows the user to calculate phylogenetic tree using neighbor % 
identity and BLOSUM62 matrix. This tool also provides feature to save tree in the given file as 
well as to display it using Archaeopteryx which is an open source phylogenetic software 
application.  Archaeopteryx provides a lot of analysis and editing features. The user can view tree 
in various forms such as rectangular, rounded, curved, euro type, triangular and convex etc. It 
also provides features to save tree in multiple formats. Saved tree can be opened and displayed in 
another phylogenetic tool.   
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5.7 Distance Matrix Calculator  
This tool of IVisTMSA has implemented divide and conquer approach and calculates 
distance of the provided alignment efficiently.  It is very useful tool for small or medium alignments. 
It divides an MSA into sub-MSAs and uses multithreading approach of Java programming 
language to calculate the distance matrix. A thread is generated for each sub-MSA to calculate 
the distance matrix and at the end a final distance matrix is computed by summing up values of 
each thread.   
5.8 MSA Comparative Study  
Four thousand simulated alignments, based on four evolutionary parameters i.e. deletion 
or insertion rate, indel size and sequence length were generated, to test whether the MSA methods 
have potential to generate high quality alignments. Accuracy and efficiency of the latest versions 
of MSA methods (Table 3. ) was evaluated based on various algorithms and techniques with their 
default configurations was measured. Different parameter settings may improve their 
performance. Alignments comprising very high insertion or deletion rate, indel size and sequence 
length were intentionally generated. Fast strategies of MAFFT (Katoh et al. 2002), MUSCLE 
(Edgar, 2004) and T-Coffee (Notredame et al. 2000) and regular strategies of other seven methods 
were investigated. Overall alignment quality investigation showed that, in case of simulated 
sequences and BALiBASE's v3.0 reference sets (Thompson et al. 1999), ProbCons (Do et al. 2005), 
SATe (Liu et al. 2009) and MAFFT-L-INS-i (Katoh and Standley, 2013) were the best performers. 
The same results have also been reported by the previous studies (Nuin et al. 2006; Thompson et 
al. 2011; Pais et al. 2014). Among other MSA methods, in case of simulated alignments, Kalign 
(Lassmann  and Erik, 2005)  and MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004)  achieved the highest SPS (Anderson et 
al. 2011) being MUSCLE the most efficient method and in case of BALiBASE benchmark datasets 
T-Coffee (Notredame et al. 2000) generated the most accurate alignments but it was constantly 
slower than MUSCLE.     
Studies of effect of indel size and sequence length measured using SPS and CS showed that 
they have least effect on performance of MSA tools. However, ProbCons, SATe and MAFFT(L-
INS-i) were on the first, second and third positions respectively. Investigation of effect of deletion 
rate on alignment quality showed that performance of MSA methods was significantly lower on 
higher deletion rates. SATe achieved the highest SPS and CS. In case of SPS, ProbCons and 
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Multalin were the second and third top performers, Performance of Kalign and MUSCLE was also 
much better. In case of CS, Multalin, MUSCLE and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were on second, third and 
fourth positions respectively. Higher insertion rate had momentous effect on alignment quality. In 
case of both scores, SATe outperformed all other MSA methods. In case of SPS, Kalign and 
ProbCons were on the second and third positions respectively. In case of CS, MUSCLE, 
MAFFT(L-INS-i) and ProbCons were on the second, third and fourth positions respectively. 
Multalin, Kalign and Clustal Omega also gave much better results. For the both evolutionary 
parameters i.e. deletion rate and insertion rate, T-Coffee gave lowest SPS and CS and generated 
the least quality alignments. Our study confirmed results reported by Nuin et al (2006) in the sense 
that indel size and sequence length had much less effect on alignment quality whereas performance 
of all MSA methods was highly dependent on deletion rate and insertion  
rate.   
Findings of our study generally confirmed the results reported by Thompson et al. (2011) 
Nuin et al. (2006) and Pais et al. (2014).  One distinguished finding was the fact that, when 
simulated data sets were used, SATe outperformed MAFFT-L-INS-i.  Among the best MSA tools, 
SATe was also the fastest tool. Original articles of MAFFT-L-INS-i and ProbCons placed them on 
the top with the best accuracy on benchmark alignments. Our results also proved the claim of the 
authors of Kalign that its efficiency is very close to the fast mode of MUSCLE and MAFFT-FFT-
NS-2 but accuracy is comparable to other MSA tools. Nuin et al. made comparative study of nine 
MSA methods using true alignments constructed through the simulation software SIMPROT. They 
reported that, overall, ProbCons and MAFFT-L-INS-i were the best performers, Dialign-TX and 
ClustalW generated least accurate alignments and, in some test sets, performance of Kalign is very 
similar to ProbCons and MAFFT-L-INS-i. They also compared their results with benchmark 
alignments and claimed that, in case of both data sets, the results were almost similar. Thompson 
et al. (2011) studied nine MSA methods using benchmark alignments. They reported that ProbCons 
and MAFFT-L-INS-i generated the most accurate alignments and Kalign was the fastest tool. Our 
results also showed that Kalign is the second fast tool among the regular strategies of MSA tools. 
Pais et al. (2014) tested nine MSA tools, using various reference data sets available in version 3 
of the BAliBASE. They also reported that ProbCons and MAFFT-L-INS-i outperform other MSA 
tools.   
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Our study highlights strengths and weakness of all the MSA tools. ProbCons, which is 
based on consistency approach (Pais et al. 2014), outperformed other MSA tools when alignments 
with varying sequence length and indel size were tested. SATe, which is based on iterative divide 
and conquer approach (Liu et al. 2009), outperformed all MSA methods when alignments 
comprising high insertion or deletion rate were investigated. However, overall, there was minor 
difference between ProbCons and SATe. MAFFT-L-INS-i, which has also adopted  
consistency approach in its algorithm, is on the third positions in all test cases.  
Among other MAS tools, overall, Kalign and Multalin whose alignment generating process 
is based on progressive alignment approach were the better alternatives. However, in case of high 
sequence length and indel size, they did not generate high quality alignments. Their performance 
was good when alignments with high insertion and deletion rate were used.  
Algorithm used by Clustal Omega is based on Hidden Markov Model approach (Sievers et al.  
2011) and Dialign-TX is based on consistency based algorithm (Subramanian et al. 2008). 
Overall, both tools performed very poor, especially, in case of big indel sizes and large sequence 
lengths, they generated very low quality alignments, however, with alignments comprising high 
insertion and deletion rates they performed well. MUSCLE, which is based on iterative approach 
also performed well especially in cases of higher deletion rate and insertion rate. In case of 
benchmark data sets, T-Coffee performed better than MUSCLE. Performance of MUSCLE was 
consistent for all test cases. T-Coffee is based on consistency and MAFFT(FFT-NS-2) is based 
iterative approach. Their performance was almost similar for all test cases.  
Based upon our study, we can conclude that for higher indel size and sequence length only 
ProbCons and SATe were the best tools while in case of sequences with higher insertion rate and 
deletion rate SATe was top performer and other MSA tools such as ProbCons, MAFFT(L-INS-i), 
Kalign, Multalin and MUSCLE also generated good quality alignments.   
  
  
 
CHAPTER 6  
SUMMARY  
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IVisTMSA is a software package of seven graphical user interface based applications 
comprising of MSAgen, MSApad, MSAcomp, FASTA generator, IDMC, Tree calculator and 
Distance Matrix calculator. MSAgen allows the user to load several sequence files simultaneously 
and align then one by one through BioJava, Clustal Omega, ClustalW, MAFFT and MUSCLE.  
MSApad is an editing and analysis environment for multiple sequence alignments. A user can load 
thousands of sequences; edit a single residue at its own location without opening a new window 
and insert sequence at any location in the alignment. MSApad can load more than 400% big 
alignment than Jalview, STRAP, CINEMA and Base by Base. It has achieved efficiency by 
implementing divide and conquer approach. MSAcomp compares several MSAs simultaneously. 
MSAcomp is very efficient tool and calculates SPS and CS of 11298 sequences (sequence length 
was 2696 base pairs) in just 12 seconds. Most important feature of MSAcomp is that it is able to 
manage an alignment comprising of thousands of sequences which is deficiency in the current  
MSA comparing tools. FASTA generator converts any of the six formats (ClustalW, MSF, 
Phylip, PIR, GDE and Nexus) of MSAs of unlimited size into FASTA format. It allows the user to 
load several alignments of mixed formats, automatically recognizes and converts them into the 
FASA format. IDMC computes identity matrix of large alignments very efficiently. It displays the 
matrix in tabular form which can be saved in the user provided file. Tree calculation tool calculates 
phylogenetic tree using neighbor joining % identity and neighbor joining BLOSUS62 matrix. The 
tree can be saved in a file or drawn in Archaeopteryx. Distance matrix calculator tool, using divide 
and conquer approach, calculates distance matrix of small or medium alignment efficiently.   
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Summary  
Comparative study of most popular MSA methods developed confidence in users to select 
the most appropriate MSA tool. Results showed that ProbCons is the best performer while  
SATe is on the second position. Accuracy of SATe is little bit low but it is very efficient than 
the  
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ProbCons. Among the fast strategies of MSA methods (MUSCLE, T-Coffee and MAFFT) 
MUSCLE is most accurate and a faster tool. Comparison of the results obtained on simulated 
sequences and the results obtained on BALiBASE benchmark data showed almost the consistent 
results with exception of SATe, T-Coffee and Clustal Omega which ranked slightly higher on the 
BALiBASE benchmark alignments.  For the comparative study of MSA methods, simulated trees 
were generated using R and true or reference alignments and corresponding sequence files were 
constructed through iSG. The selected MSA methods were provided a sequence file generated by 
iSG to develop the corresponding test alignment. The reference alignment and test alignment were 
compared/evaluated using SPS and CS.  
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